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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides an overview of the mission and goals for the
overall community park and open space system as well as the CORP
development process. The greater Sauk Prairie open space system is
comprised of park facilities within the Village of Prairie du Sac and the
Village of Sauk City, but provides service to a much larger
geographical area.
5

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The 2021 Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (CORP) for the Sauk Prairie
community provides an update to the prior plan, which was the first jointly developed
plan related to parks and open space for the Village of Prairie du Sac and Village of
Sauk City. The new plan provides an analysis of the existing system and forecasts five
years’ worth of proposed improvements to enhance the quality of life for the Sauk
Prairie community. The ongoing commitment of the Sauk Prairie Recreation
Commission, Village of Prairie du Sac, and Village of Sauk City to the community-wide
open space system is evident in the number of completed projects and accomplished
recommendations from the original plan developed in 2016.
The Sauk Prairie community consists of a broad mixture of active and passive open
spaces and contains parks of various scales. Drawing on the natural amenities of large
flat river-bottom prairies and the Wisconsin River, several important improvements have
been completed or are underway that should be celebrated. These include:
• The Great Sauk State Trail – This important off-road trail system was made possible
by a joint effort between Sauk County, multiple municipalities and the State of
Wisconsin.
• Sauk City Riverfront Park – The redevelopment and re-branding of the former
August Derleth Park now provides community members with a vibrant new park
space serving patrons of all ages.
• Prairie du Sac Riverwalk Park and Overlook – Situated overlooking the Wisconsin
River, this park connects the downtown business district to the water and pathway
system and provides a new venue for Bald Eagle viewing, performance and respite.
The first phase is expected to be complete in the Spring of 2021.
• Culver Community Park – This new 67-acre community park is an amazing example
of true grass roots community support. Financed primarily by private donations and
grants, the new park will provide large scale athletic fields, playscapes, passive
recreational uses such as fishing and sledding, court sports, a skate park, and
several large community-use buildings.
• Establishment of a Friends Group – Largely created around the vision of building
Culver Community Park, the Friends of Sauk Prairie Parks and Recreation was
established as a 501(3)(c) and has achieved a substantial fund-raising goal and
membership drive.
In an effort to continue forward momentum with park improvements, this plan outlines
both general and site-specific recommendations. These suggestions primarily include
replacing outdated and unsafe equipment and facilities as needed, completion of the
community-wide bicycle and pedestrian network, standardizing park signage to
enhance the “brand”, and ensuring appropriate parkland dedication allocations are met
as the limits of both Villages continue to grow and expand.
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STATEMENT OF NEED
A CORP provides an outline for park development and ongoing maintenance of the communitywide open space system. This tool should be used by both municipalities for budget planning
purposes and assigning priorities for project implementation. This document should be updated
on a five-year basis to keep current with recreational demand, changes in facility needs, and to
maintain eligibility for Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WiDNR) and other agency
grant programs. Adoption and integration into the Sauk Prairie Comprehensive Plan is also an
important step to ensuring that the recommendations and policies can be effectively carried out.

MISSION STATEMENT
The Sauk Prairie Community Recreation Department strives to serve all people by enhancing
their well-being through personal empowerment, embracement of diversity, and by delivering
quality programming that promotes personal growth and cooperation amongst people of all ages.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The following section identifies goals and objectives to guide the future development or
expansion of parks and recreation facilities in the Sauk Prairie area. These baseline goals
were established during the development of the 2015 CORP and largely remain true to the
overall mission of the community open space system.

GOAL
NO.

1

ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN HIGH QUALITY PARKS AND
RECREATIONAL SERVICES
Objectives:

a. Ensure the number of parks and recreational facilities is reflective of
community population needs.
b. Upgrade and improve existing parks and facilities.
i. Develop bi-annual inspections and inventory of existing parks
facilities to maintain an active log of facilities improvements.
ii. Continue funding the replacement of old and deteriorating
equipment in all village parks to ensure health, safety and
STATEMENT OF NEEDwelfare of visitors including playground equipment and safety
surfacing.
A CORP provides an outline for park development and ongoing maintenance of the
c. Pursue funding for park and recreation development and land
community-wide open space system. This tool should be used by both municipalities for
acquisition.
budget planning purposes and assigning priorities for project implementation. This
d. Pursue the development of revenue generating recreational facilities
document should be updated on a five-year basis to keep current with recreational
and activities, which can aid in the development of new facilities and/or
demand, changes in facility needs, and to maintain eligibility for Wisconsin DNR and other
the maintenance of existing facilities.
agency grant programs. Adoption and integration into the current Comprehensive Plan is
e. Investigate private funding sources and partnerships with other groups
also an important step to ensuring that the recommendations and policies can be
with overlapping interests, such as the Sauk Prairie School District and
effectively carried out.
Sauk Prairie Healthcare.

MISSION STATEMENT
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The Sauk Prairie Community Recreation Department strives to serve all people by
enhancing their well-being through personal empowerment, embracement of diversity, and
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GOAL
NO.

2

GOAL
NO.

3

OFFER RECREATIONAL SERVICES IN AN EFFICIENT, EFFECTIVE
AND ECONOMICAL MANNER
Objectives:
a. Cooperatively work with surrounding municipalities, the school district
and other partners.
b. Conduct periodic reviews of programs and services and their benefit to
the community.
c. Research alternative organizational structure and potential for a Parks
and Recreation organization that shares ownership and management
of public parks.

DEVELOP CULVER COMMUNITY PARK/ATHLETIC COMPLEX TO
MEET CURRENT AND FUTURE RECREATIONAL NEEDS WITHIN
THE SAUK PRAIRIE AREA
Objectives:
a. Continue to evaluate specific facility needs of the community via citizens
and focus groups in the community.
b. Implement phased development of Culver Community Park (CCP) as
funding becomes available. Plan phases strategically to maximize
efficiency of construction trades etc.
c. Coordinate planning and development efforts with the school district and
presiding municipalities as new residential developments occur to
compliment the planned facilities at CCP.

GOAL
NO.

4

COORDINATE DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS AND THE USE AND
MAINTENANCE OF OUTDOOR AND INDOOR RECREATIONAL
FACILITIES AMONG THE SAUK PRAIRIE SCHOOL DISTRICT,
MUNICIPALITIES, THE RECREATION DEPARTMENT AND
APPROPRIATE SPORTING ASSOCIATIONS
Objectives:
a. Encourage cooperative public/private/municipal/school/sports
association development projects to help improve and expand outdoor
and indoor recreational opportunities throughout the community in a
cost-effective manner.
b. Develop formal use/revenue/maintenance agreements between the
villages, school district and community/volunteer organizations to help
fund, operate and maintain public outdoor and indoor recreation
facilities in the district.
c. Explore a greater role for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Commission in
ownership and/or maintenance of public park space in the Sauk Prairie
area, in cooperation with the Villages and potential expansion of the
Commission’s charge. 4
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GOAL
NO.

5

EVALUATE AND ANALYZE PARK, OPEN SPACE AND
RECREATIONAL SERVICES BASED ON THE NEEDS OF THE
COMMUNITY
Objectives:
a. Encourage citizen involvement with the development of the plan.
b. Survey community to determine changing needs.

GOAL
NO.

6

PROMOTE BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES THROUGHOUT
SAUK PRAIRIE
Objectives:

a. Develop a comprehensive network of off-street trails, including western
and southern legs to build a loop between the Great Sauk State Trail
and Highway PF trail legs.
b. Improve local trail connectivity throughout the Sauk Prairie area to parks,
conservancy areas, schools, local businesses and all regional trails.
c. Establish wayfinding signage to allow new residents or visitors to
effectively travel throughout Sauk Prairie on foot, bicycle or other means
(skateboard, rollerblades, etc.)
d. Increase the availability and accessibility of bicycle parking, both on
public and private sites (e.g., commercial developments).

GOAL
NO.

7

PROMOTE WATER RECREATION THROUGHOUT THE COMMUNITY
Objectives:
a. Enhance and maintain access to the river through development of
portals.
b. Improve visibility and awareness of the natural amenity and asset the
river provides to the community.
c. Promote and maintain boat launches.
d. Continue to support community events, and business and housing
development that supports river activity.
e. Collaborate with the Ferry Bluff Eagle Council and others to preserve
Bald Eagle habitat and celebrate the eagles.

5
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GOAL
NO.

8

ENSURE THE COMMUNITY’S EXISTING OPEN SPACE,
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES AND PROGRAMS ARE DESIGNED TO
MEET THE SPECIAL NEEDS OF ALL RESIDENTS REGARDLESS OF
AGE, GENDER OR ABILITY
Objectives:
a. Prepare a site Master Plan prior to improvement and/or development of
any public park to assure the highest and best use of existing resources.
b. Provide for barrier-free access in all new park facility construction and
play areas.
c. Achieve compliance with accessibility requirements in existing facilities
by 2025, except where unavoidable barriers exists, such as steep
topography.
d. Encourage participation and accommodation of all interested
participants at park and recreational meetings and in recreational
programs.
e. Comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act as it applies to
communication with the public. This is in reference to the standard
language that government agencies should use on their agendas and
other public meeting documents stating accommodation of those with
disabilities who wish to attend the meeting.

GOAL
NO.

9

COORDINATE SUBDIVISION REVIEW WITH ALL DEPARTMENTS
RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING OR MAINTAINING ADEQUATE
PARK FACILITIES
Objectives:
a. Consult and incorporate the needs identified in the Comprehensive
Outdoor Recreation Plan before subdivision plats and other major
developments are approved.
b. Evaluate land dedicated for parks to differentiate between land
appropriate for active park use, land appropriate for open space only,
and land requiring protection from development. Land requiring
protection from development should be protected via development
regulation, but not credited as park space.
c. Continually evaluate and update local zoning and subdivision ordinances
so that they adequately address the recreational needs of residents.
d. Preserve and where possible develop any proposed trail corridors in any
review of new development.

6
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GOAL

10

NO.

GOAL

11

NO.

PROVIDE RESIDENTS WITH SAFE AND RELIABLE RECREATION
EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT THE COMMUNITY PARK SYSTEM
Objectives:
a. Accurately inventory existing parks facilities and maintain an active log
of facilities improvement.
b. Continue funding the replacement of old and deteriorating recreation
equipment in all area parks.
c. Continually monitor and maintain existing park equipment to ensure its
longevity and safety.

STRESS THE BENEFITS OF NEIGHBORHOOD AND COMMUNITY
PARKS THAT PROVIDE A WIDE RANGE OF FACILITIES OVER
SMALL PLAYGROUNDS AND TOT-LOT FACILITIES
Objectives:
a. Analyze the location, size and function of existing and proposed parks
as annexations, residential development, or land use changes occur.
b. Communicate the importance of dynamic, multi-purpose parks and
recreational facilities as a component of Sauk Prairie’s regional draw
and economic development potential.
c. Use Park Service Area Criteria to help determine the location of future
park sites (see Chapter 3).

GOAL

12

NO.

RECOGNIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF AN ADEQUATE PARK BUDGET,
WHICH CAN FINANCIALLY ADDRESS EXISTING PARK HAZARDS
AND ALLOW FOR FUTURE PARKLAND ACQUISITION AND
FACILITY DEVELOPMENT
Objectives:
a. Use the Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan as a guide to
establish yearly park budgets and funding for the Sauk Prairie
Recreation Commission and the villages.
b. Invest funds for the development of facilities that will maximize existing
park and recreation areas and provide exciting recreational programs,
with the intention of increasing park prominence, community visibility,
and use.
7
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GOAL

13

NO.

GOAL

14

NO.

USE ALL AVAILABLE RESOURCES TO FURTHER ENHANCE THE
QUALITY OF THE VILLAGES’ PARK SYSTEM
Objectives:
a. Continually pursue state and federal funding programs, which can aid in
the purchase and/or development of desired park system improvements.
b. Nurture the existing positive relationships with public and private
organizations, such as the Friends of Sauk Prairie Parks and
Recreation, for donations and volunteer help to aid in park system
development.
c. Update the Sauk Prairie Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan every
five years to maintain grant eligibility.
d. Pursue the development of revenue generating recreational facilities and
activities, which can aid in the development of new facilities and/or the
maintenance of existing facilities.

COORDINATE DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS AND THE USE AND
MAINTENANCE OF RECREATIONAL FACILITIES AMONG THE
MUNICIPALITIES, THE SCHOOL DISTRICT, AND APPROPRIATE
RECREATION ASSOCIATIONS
Objectives:
a. Coordinate planning efforts of new transportation corridors to ensure
proper consideration of trail connection development, on-street bicycle
facilities and adequate green space protection.
b. Coordinate the public use of indoor and outdoor school recreation
facilities, including collaboration with Sauk Prairie Healthcare on use of
its Wellness Center.
c. Encourage cooperative Village/School/Youth sports organization
development projects to help improve and expand recreational
opportunities throughout the community in a cost-effective manner.
d. Participate in regional planning of parks and recreational needs,
including with the Sauk and Dane County Parks Departments, and the
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources.
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SUMMARY OF PAST PLANNING DOCUMENTS

1

SAUK PRAIRIE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN (2017)
The 2017 Sauk Prairie Comprehensive Plan provides a blueprint for future growth in
the Sauk Prairie area over a 20-year period. Communities involved in the
Comprehensive Plan include the Village of Sauk City, the Village of Prairie du Sac
and Town of Prairie du Sac.
Key findings from plan:
• Projected growth in the area may require roughly 800 acres of land over the
next 20 years, with the Wisconsin River being a focal area for mixed use
development and the western edges seeing neighborhood growth.
• Highway 12 continues to be the main thoroughfare within the area, while
planning for a southern bypass route and interstate designation continues
among intergovernmental agencies.
• Identifies nature-based tourism, such as Bald Eagle watching and access to
the Wisconsin River, as a growing component to Sauk County’s economy.
• High potential exists for a connected bike and pedestrian network featuring the
Great Sauk State Trail, Highway PF trail and the Sauk City River Trail.
• Includes conceptual neighborhood and downtown plans that advise new and
improved parks and trails.

2

SAUK COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE OUTDOOR RECREATION
PLAN (2020-2024)

The Sauk County Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan articulates a vision for
expanding parks and nature-based outdoor recreation opportunities in Sauk County
and is necessary for grant eligibility. The goals and objectives of the plan provide for
guidance and policy decisions over a 5-year period.
The plan identifies four main goals:
Development of the county
parks system

Resource management and
stewardship

Partnerships with private,
public and non-profits

Economic development and
tourism

9
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GREAT SAUK STATE TRAIL COOPERATIVE PLAN (2015)

This plan exists as the foundation for the vision and goals of creating a recreational
trail connecting Devil’s Lake State Park to the Sauk Prairie villages of Prairie du Sac
and Sauk City. Phase I of the trail opened in 2017 connecting Sauk City to the Sauk
Prairie Recreation area. Phase II, connecting through the former Badger Army
Ammunition Plant to Devil’s Lake State Park, opened in 2018. Future plans would
create a continuous trail network connecting Middleton to the Reedsburg 400 Trail.
The plan includes recommendations for:
• Environmental considerations

• Project priorities and phasing

• Trail – roadway crossings

• Estimated cost

• Recommended strategies

• Funding sources

4

• Selection criteria

SAFE ROUTES TO SCHOOL PLAN (2011)

Safe Routes to School programming was developed to curb increasing conflict
between pedestrians and automobiles, and through a 2010 planning grant from the
Wisconsin Department of Transportation, the Villages of Prairie du Sac and Sauk
City completed this plan in conjunction with the Sauk Prairie School District. The
plan identifies ways to improve bike and pedestrian access to Sauk Prairie Middle
School.
Recommendations include:
• Installing a 10’ wide multi-use path
on Sycamore Street / 13th Street

• Installing signage to restrict traffic
flow

• Installing sidewalks or path on
Hemlock Street

• Installing crosswalks and
pedestrian beacons

5

WISCONSIN STATE OUTDOOR RECREATION PLAN (2019-2023)

The Wisconsin Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Plan provides information on the
status of outdoor recreation in the state and serves as a guide for distributing money
by the Department of Natural Resources to communities that support outdoor
recreation projects.
Goals for recreation include:
1. Boost participation in
outdoor recreation

4. Improve data to enhance visitor
experiences and benefits

2. Grow partnerships

5. Enhance funding and financial
stability

3. Provide high-quality
experiences

10
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SUMMARY OF THE PLANNING PROCESS
The Sauk Prairie Recreation Commission, Village of Prairie du Sac, and Village of Sauk City
have exhibited a continued commitment to the improvement of the community-wide open
space system and quality of life for residents.
In January 2020, the formal update of the 2016-2020 Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation
Plan began. Both the Village of Prairie du Sac and the Village of Sauk City accomplished
many of the goals set forth in the previous CORP and held regular meetings and public
events collecting resident feedback.
Public awareness of community open space enhancements was high due to the completion of
new and improved park spaces along the riverfront, the Great Sauk Trail, and portions of the
Riverwalk in recent years. The ongoing planning and development efforts of Culver
Community Park also provided opportunities for community input. Given the frequent public
meetings and dedicated input opportunities, a public survey was conducted as part of this
process.
MEETINGS AND INPUT OPPORTUNITIES:
JANUARY 26, 2020

•PUBLIC
OPEN HOUSE
/ INPUT
SESSION

•VINTAGE
BREWERY

JANUARY 27, 2020

FEBRUARY 4, 2020

OPEN PLAN
MEETING

GET MOVING
SAUK
PRAIRIE
MEETING

TOOLS OF
MARKETING

•BLUE SPOON

OCCURING
MONTHLY
RECREATION
COMMISSION
MEETINGS
•SAUK
PRAIRIE
COMMUNITY
CENTER

In addition to these meetings park developments and improvements were discussed in open
forums at regular monthly Village of Prairie du Sac Board Meetings.
All park and open space properties were audited during the summer months to take inventory
and provide preliminary recommendations for improvements. Preliminary findings were
presented to both municipalities during the fall in preparation for the 2021 budget cycle. The
final mapping and summary report were compiled and presented to the Recreation
Commission and each individual village/Town board.
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CHAPTER 2: PHYSICAL & SOCIAL
CHARACTERISTICS
Understanding the demographics and physical characteristics of a
community is an important baseline for the analysis and development
of recommendations for the system-wide open spaces. This chapter
provides data related to existing and projected growth patterns with
the CORP study area.
13
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SAUK PRAIRIE POPULATION TRENDS
There is a direct relationship between population and the need for parks and recreational
space. Predicting how the population might grow in the future provides important information
about the amount of new parkland and recreational facilities that will be needed to serve the
new population.

ESTIMATED 2020 POPULATION
Village of
Prairie du Sac

Village of
Sauk City

Town of
Prairie du Sac

Sauk County
Population

4,193

3,443

1,136

63,970

Source: WI Dept. of Administration

POPULATION TRENDS & PROJECTIONS
2000-2010 % CHANGE
Village of Prairie du Sac
Village of Sauk City
Town of Prairie du Sac
SAUK PRAIRIE AREA

RE

PROJECTED 2040 POPULATION

22.9%
9.7%
-3.0%

Village of Prairie du Sac
Village of Sauk City
Town of Prairie du Sac
SAUK PRAIRIE AREA

13.4%

The State Department of Administration (DOA) projects that the
Sauk Prairie Area population will continue to increase moderately
for the next decade or two, but at a slower rate than the previous
two decades (0.6-0.7 percent vs. 1.3 percent).

5,570
4,115
1,195

10,880

1,425

Additional residents in the
two villages by the year 2040
Source: WI Dept. of Administration

Source: Sauk Prairie Comprehensive Plan, 2017.

This increase in population should be monitored in relation to
current NRPA standards requiring a minimum 10.5 acres of
dedicated parkland per 1,000 residents. With this projected
growth, a total of 115 acres would be needed to accommodate the
additional 1,424 residents by the year 2040. While the current
totals exceed this acreage allocation, distribution of new parklands
14

115

Total acres of parkland
provided to community
residents
Based on NRPA standards
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will be important to include parks close to new residential growth areas.

SAUK PRAIRIE DEMOGRAPHICS
Data on demographic trends such as age, sex, ethnicity, employment and household income
for a community factor into future demand for services and facilities. These snapshots from
sources such as the US Census Bureau also aid in decision making for present and nearfuture allocation of local, state and federal resources.

AGE & SEX DISTRIBUTION

26.1%

15%

Sauk Prairie Area population
under 18 years old

Sauk Prairie Area population
over 65 years old

34.7

38.4

Median age of Prairie du Sac
resident

Median age of Sauk City
resident

Source: US Census Bureau, 2010

EDUCATION LEVELS

Source: 2013 American Community Survey

ETHNIC BACKGROUND

EMPLOYMENT

7.4%
Unemployment

15

Village of Sauk
City

7.0%
Unemployment

Village of Prairie
du Sac
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Source: US Census Bureau, 2010

Source: US Census Bureau, 2010

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
This section presents physical factors in the community and region that are important to
understanding Sauk Prairie’s recreational potential. The following language mirrors data
from the Sauk Prairie Comprehensive Plan.

LANDFORMS AND TOPOGRAPHY
Views are dominated by flat to rolling farmland with dramatic backdrops of the
Driftless Area to the west, the Baraboo Range to the north, and the Wisconsin
River bluffs to the east and south. Broad expanses of river, surrounded by
riparian woodlands and rocky bluffs, characterize the Wisconsin River Valley.
This river corridor contains shifting sand bars, floodplain forests, brackish
waters, rocky bluffs, and eagle habitats. The Villages of Prairie du Sac and
Sauk City were formed with strong relationships to the River. The Villages have
been developed on the glacial outwash plain with generally flat topography and
excellent views of the surrounding hills.

GEOLOGY
A 1990 Geological and Natural History Survey from the University of WisconsinExtension describes the Sauk Prairie Area’s geological features as follows:
• The Johnstown Moraine. In this area the Johnstown moraine is a
hummocky ridge, typically about 300 meters wide. To the northnortheast the moraine crosses the crest of the Baraboo Hills. The
moraine shows up as a small bump on the skyline. Where the Johnstown
moraine crosses the Baraboo Hills it is a narrow ridge, typically no more
than 50 meters wide. The surface of the moraine is typically hummocky
and is littered with a variety of rock types, some of which indicate longdistance glacial transport.
• The Johnstown Outwash Plain: The broad, flat surface west of the
Johnstown moraine in this area is the outwash plain deposited by
meltwater streams flowing from the Green Bay Lobe during the
Johnstown Phase of the Wisconsin Glaciation. The meltwater-stream
sediment in this area is typically 30 meters or more thick and is
predominantly slightly gravelly sand. As this outwash plain expanded
westward and its surface elevation increased, it dammed lakes in the
eastward-draining streams between the bedrock hills to the west. These
lakes have since drained, but thick lake sediment in these tributaries
attests to their former existence.
• The Driftless Area: The flat-topped hills forming the skyline to the west
are part of the Driftless Area. There is no evidence indicating that the
16
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Driftless Area has been glaciated. The hills are composed of Cambrian
sandstone and Ordovician dolomite. The flat tops of the hills in this area
are underlain by Oneota dolomite.
• The Baraboo Hills: The skyline to the north is the crest of the Baraboo
Hills, which are composed primarily of Proterozoic quartzite. The part of
the Baraboo Hills visible from this stop is part of the South Range, the
south limb of the Baraboo Syncline.

METALLIC AND NON-METALLIC RESOUCES
Gravel deposits are generally located within the eastern portion of the area,
adjacent to the Wisconsin River. Gravel is identified under both Villages, south
of Highway Z, and in scattered locations close to Otter Creek.

SOILS
Fertile soils in the Sauk Prairie Area are due to glacial outwash. The Area was
covered in prairie, followed by cropland after settlers arrived. In addition to
helping assess farmland quality, soil suitability is a key factor in determining the
best and most cost-effective locations for new development. Problems that limit
development on certain soils include slumping, poor drainage, erosion, steep
slopes, and high-water tables. Based on the Soil Survey for Sauk County (1980
- USDA Soil Conservation Service), soils in the Sauk Prairie Area are grouped
into five major types:
• Dickenson-Gotham-Dakota: This is the predominant soil type in the
Area, generally located west of the River to Honey Creek and northward
along Otter Creek. The potential for residential development is good, but
ground water pollution from conventional septic systems can be a hazard
due to quick percolation. Slope and excess wetness also cause moderate
to severe limitations for conventional septic systems in some places.
• La Farge-Nordan-Gale: This soil group is located in two spots along the
western Town of Prairie du Sac limit. The potential for residential
development is fair, but depth to bedrock is a severe limitation for
conventional septic systems in most places.
• McHenry-St. Charles: This group is located in the northeast corner of
the Sauk Prairie Area, adjacent to the Wisconsin River. The potential for
residential development is good, but slope is a moderate to severe
limitation for conventional septic systems.
• Ettrick-Fluvaquents Wet-Curran: This soil group is located adjacent to
Honey Creek, and is, in general, inappropriate for development.

17
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• Fluvaquents Wet-Fluvaquents Group: These soils are found along the
Wisconsin River, south of the Village of Sauk City. The potential for
residential development is poor; flooding and wetness are severe
limitations for conventional septic systems.

GROUNDWATER
Groundwater is found at various depths, depending on the general topography,
the distance above the permanent stream level, and the character of the
underlying rock formation. Most groundwater in Sauk County is obtained from
the Cambrian sandstone aquifer. The sand and gravel deposits along the
Wisconsin River are other important sources of groundwater. These areas are
often susceptible to human-induced and some natural pollutants.
The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WiDNR) Wellhead Protection
Program is a preventive program designed to protect public water supply wells.
The goal of wellhead protection is to prevent contaminants from entering public
water supply wells by managing the land that contributes water to the wells.
The two Village zoning ordinances (particularly Prairie du Sac’s) have
designated areas and policies for wellhead protection.
Groundwater in the Sauk Prairie Area is generally of good quality and is usable
for most purposes. The following are the potential threats to the groundwater
supply:
• Older Private On-Site Wastewater Treatment Systems:
Concentrations of older (pre-1980) septic systems, such as along the
Wisconsin River and other scattered areas of the Town, can threaten
groundwater supply when not properly maintained or replaced.
• Agricultural Practices and Facilities: Properly designed livestock
waste storage facilities reduce the potential for causing groundwater
pollution. Site-specific factors are most important in determining the
threat of groundwater pollution from animal waste.
• Closed Landfills: Many older landfills were located in worked-out sand
and gravel pits, or in low-lying wetlands. Solid waste disposal sites, or
landfills, are potential sources of groundwater pollution. These landfill
sites pose a much greater risk to local groundwater quality than modern
landfills because of poor location and absence of liners or advanced
leachate collection systems. WiDNR requires a separation of 1,200 feet
(slightly less than a quarter mile) between open or closed landfills and
new private water supply wells.

18
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• Badger Army Ammunition Plant: The Badger Army Ammunition Plant,
built in the early 1940’s, produced propellant for ammunition during
WWII, the Korean War and the Vietnam War. Some evidence of
groundwater contaminant plumes beyond the southern plant boundary
were found, discharging to the Lower Wisconsin Riverway at Prairie du
Sac. An alternative groundwater remedial strategy near the Badger Army
Ammunition Plant has been approved, which may include installation of a
new public water supply system. Further investigation of contaminants
found in the soil associated with the three identified contaminant
groundwater plumes will be done. The Town of Merrimac recently
approved an order to create a sanitary district in order to negotiate a
proposed municipal water system with the United States Army, though
the Army has not appropriated money for this. The Wisconsin Public
Service Commission will help to determine whether or not the Army's
proposal is feasible.
The following are the three primary sources of surface water within the Sauk
Prairie Area:
• Wisconsin River/Lake Wisconsin: The Wisconsin River is the most
significant natural resource in the Sauk Prairie Area. The Wisconsin River
separates Sauk County from Dane and Columbia Counties. In 1914, the
River was dammed north of the Village of Prairie du Sac, creating the
9,000-acre Lake Wisconsin. This Area provides significant Bald Eagle
habitat. The Lower Wisconsin River below the Prairie du Sac Dam also
supports one of the healthiest large-river fish communities in the
Midwest. Lands along the River south of the Villages are included in the
Lower Wisconsin State Riverway, which was established to protect and
preserve the scenic beauty and natural character of the lower Wisconsin
River valley. The Lower Wisconsin State Riverway Board administers
aesthetic protection guidelines for the Riverway.
• Honey Creek: Honey Creek is a Class II trout stream at its headwaters,
west of the Town of Prairie du Sac. Within the Sauk Prairie Area, Honey
Creek supports a warm water sport fishery, as well as the seasonal
migration of game fish from the Wisconsin River during the summer. The
stream is influenced by intense agricultural activities. Stream
straightening, cattle trampling stream banks and subsequent bank
erosion, cultivated fields up to the edge of Honey Creek and its
tributaries, and wetland drainage have resulted in sedimentation
problems in the stream. The most obvious example of this is the silt and
sediment delta forming in the Wisconsin River at the mouth of Honey
Creek. Honey Creek is also impacted by issues related to manure
handling and discharge, as well as by industrial discharge from the Cedar
Grove cheese factory. There has been a significant, successful effort
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among local landowners, farmers, and various levels of government to
address and improve these conditions. The same is true for Otter Creek.
• Otter Creek: Otter Creek generally runs north and south through the
center of the Town of Prairie du Sac. The headwaters of Otter Creek are
in a heavily wooded part of the Baraboo Hills, north of the Sauk Prairie
Area. Because much of the surrounding land is protected, the upper two
to three miles of the creek are pristine. Approximately three miles are
Class I trout waters and a native brook trout fishery. Below the trout
water, the stream leaves the Driftless Area and flows through the Sauk
Prairie Area. The character of the stream changes as does adjacent land
use activities. Cropland and bank erosion create some habitat and water
quality problems. Portions of the lower reaches of the stream dry up
occasionally. WiDNR has ranked Otter Creek a “high priority” for reducing
non-point source pollution.
Under Wisconsin Statutes, lands within the Town and annexed to the Villages
after May 7, 1982, and close to these and other surface waters are subject to
shoreland zoning regulation, which generally require a minimum building
setbacks and protection of shoreline vegetation. Sauk County and Village
zoning ordinances provide additional detail.

DRAINAGE BASINS
The Sauk Prairie Area is located in the Lower Wisconsin River Basin. Basins
are further divided into watersheds, and most of the Sauk Prairie Area falls
within the Honey Creek Watershed. The very northeast corner of the Town
north of Highway Z is located in the Lake Wisconsin Watershed.
Non-point source pollution is the primary water quality issue within the Honey
Creek Watershed; overall, the watershed is ranked as a medium priority with
respect to non-point pollution, and the water quality in the watershed is
considered poor. The increasing siltation of streams is significant; Honey Creek
discharges a large amount of sediment to the Wisconsin River. In addition,
some streams in the watershed have been impaired by nearby manure
discharge. Two municipalities discharge treated municipal sanitary effluent into
the watershed—the Village of Plain discharges to a tributary of Honey Creek
and the Sauk Prairie Sewerage Commission discharges into the groundwater.

WETLANDS
Wetlands are important for aquifer recharge, flood control, groundwater and
surface water quality improvement, and wildlife habitat, especially for nesting
Sandhill cranes and other birds. WiDNR has identified and mapped wetlands of
two or more acres in the Wisconsin Wetlands Inventory. A large wetlands
complex is located at the confluence of Honey and Otter Creek and the
20
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Wisconsin River. Additional wetlands are adjacent to Honey Creek. There are
also areas of hydric soils, likely drained former wetlands, south of River Road.
Wetland alteration is subject to State, federal, county, and village regulation,
and generally restricted.

FLOODPLAINS
Floodplains in the Sauk Prairie Area are primarily located at the confluence of
Honey and Otter Creeks into the Wisconsin River. Additional lands along the
Honey and Otter Creeks and along the Wisconsin River are delineated as
floodplain.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) designates floodplains;
FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps are the definitive source of floodplain
information. The generalized floodplain delineations shown on Map 5 represent
the areas adjacent to navigable waters potentially subject to the regional flood
event (1% chance of happening in any given year). All areas subject to flooding
are not necessarily reflected in mapped floodplains.
The State and FEMA require county and Village regulation of development in
floodplains. Development is strongly discouraged in floodplains, to avoid both
on-site and up- and downstream property damage.

WOODLANDS
The Sauk Prairie Area has some significant woodland cover. Generally
coinciding with areas of steep slopes, this kind of landscape can be difficult to
utilize for agriculture or home sites. The most common species found in the
woodlands are oak, maple, and basswood.

STEEP SLOPES
Hilltop and ridgetops are important natural features that serve to define the
horizon. These features are generally located along the northern and
southwestern portions of the Sauk Prairie Area. Although surrounded by the
Baraboo Hills and river bluffs, the three-community Sauk Prairie Area generally
lacks dramatic changes in topography, with the exception of Ferry Bluff, which
is located in the southwestern corner within the Lower Wisconsin River State
Wildlife Area. Steep wooded slopes provide wildlife habitat, enhance scenic
beauty, and generally provide a natural barrier to development. In addition,
steep slopes separate the two downtowns from the Wisconsin River to the east.
Steep slopes are also located in the northwest corner of the Town.
Slopes between 12 and 20 percent grade present challenges for building
development. Slopes that exceed a 20 percent grade are generally not
recommended as development sites. Disturbing soils and vegetation on steep
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slopes can result in severe erosion and soil degradation, which can have an
impact on nearby water resources, and cause damage to buildings, roads, and
utilities.

RARE SPECIES OCCURANCE AND PROTECTED AREAS
The WiDNR Natural Heritage Inventory (NHI) program maintains data on the
general location and status of rare, threatened, or endangered plant and animal
species. According to the NHI, several rare plant communities and rare plant
and animal species are located within the Sauk Prairie Area. These generally
coincide with water, roads, and wetlands. More specific information on location
and type of species is available from the Ferry Bluff Eagle Council and the
State of Wisconsin’s Bureau of Endangered Resources. The Endangered
Species list has helped Bald Eagle populations increase since the 1970s.
Eagles were removed from Wisconsin’s list in 1997 and from the federal list in
2007. The Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) is currently listed as Special
Concern in Wisconsin. Eagles are federally protected by the Bald & Golden
Eagle Protection Act.
Areas along the Wisconsin River in the Sauk Prairie Area serve as important
Bald Eagle habitat. The importance of the wintering bald eagle population to the
aesthetic and economic vitality of the Area is high. Eagles are a primary
attraction for tourism, and they have become a source of pride and identification
within the community that symbolize the high quality-of-life in the Sauk Prairie
Area. More than 100 Eagles typically inhabit the Sauk Prairie Area eagle
wintering ground. Due to the presence of the hydroelectric dam at Prairie du
Sac, the water just below the dam never freezes, providing a reliable
opportunity for Eagles to feed on fish. A critical roosting destination is found just
across the River in the Town of Roxbury, generally east of and surrounding
Round Top Hill. Critical perching area is located along either side of the River,
from the Prairie du Sac dam south. Human intrusion into foraging, roosting, and
perching areas can result in disruption of normal eagle activities.
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CHAPTER 3: ANALYSIS
The health of a community is often exhibited in the park and open
space system. This chapter provides an overview of the existing
conditions and a comparison to national standards in terms of
acreage, service area, and standard of care. It inventories and
classifies the park system based on national standards established by
the National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA). In addition, this
chapter documents the nearby county and state outdoor recreation
supply available to area residents. 23
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VILLAGE OF SAUK CITY & VILLAGE OF PRAIRIE
DU SAC PARKS AND OPEN SPACE FACILITIES
MINI PARKS
Mini Parks include specialized facilities that serve a
concentrated population or specific group such as tots
or senior citizens. Typical size is 1 acre or less but
may be categorized as Mini Parks simply based on the
type and quantity of facilities they offer. Service areas
are less than a ¼ mile radius.

•
•
•
•
•

BLANCHARD PARK
FIREMAN’S PARK
FUCHS PARK
GRAFF PARK
WASHINGTON PARK

•
•
•
•
•
•

ELSING PARK
FIELDSTONE PARK
FLORENCE PARK
JUNGE PARK
MARION PARK
WESTWYNDE PARK

NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
Neighborhood parks are areas for multiple and
sometimes intensive recreational activities. Facilities
may include athletic fields, sports courts, playgrounds,
skate parks, trails, picnic areas and splashpads. Typical
size is between 3 to 10 acres with a service area of ¼
to ½ mile radius.

COMMUNITY PARKS
Community parks are areas of diverse recreational
activity and may include amenities such as athletic
complexes, trails and large swimming pools.
Community parks are typically 10 acres or larger and
serve populations in a 1-2 mile radius, but may vary
depending on facilities offered.

• CULVER COMMUNITY
PARK
• SAUK CITY
RIVERFRONT PARK
• JAYCEE ATHLETIC
PARK

SPECIAL USE PARKS
Special use parks are areas for specialized or single
purpose recreational activities such as golf courses,
campgrounds, nature centers and skate parks. They
may also be used to designate areas that are primarily
used as event space, general gathering areas,
expanded trail corridors or plaza space.
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• DOLL PARK
• MEYER OAK GROVE
PARK
• PRAIRIE DU SAC
RIVERWALK PARK AND
OVERLOOK
• VETERAN’S MEMORIAL
PARK
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TRAIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CORRIDORS
A linear park, trail corridor, or public environmental corridor is an area often available for one
or more modes of recreational travel such as hiking and biking. While the Villages contain
other shorter paths, the main existing trail corridors are described below.

GREAT SAUK STATE TRAIL
The Great Sauk State Trail parallels the Wisconsin River through Prairie du Sac and
Sauk City, extending through the heart of the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area (former
Badger Army Ammunition Plant). Built on a former rail corridor, the Trail’s 10.5-mile first
phase opened in 2017 and is entirely paved with asphalt. Phase II runs through the
new Sauk Prairie Recreation Area and will soon connect to Devil's Lake State Park.
Future plans for the trail include connections to the Reedsburg 400 Trail and a trail
along Highway 12 to Madison. This will make it possible to bike from the Mississippi
River to the Wisconsin State Capitol. At the time of writing, Dane County and Sauk
County were jointly accepting proposals to provide the Great Sauk State Trail/Walking
Iron Trail Pedestrian/Bicycle/Snowmobile Bridge Study for the crossing of the
Wisconsin River.

PRAIRIE STREET PATH
The Prairie Street multi-use path begins at the intersection of Prairie Street and 9th
Street. The path continues west until ending shortly after the intersection with 21st
Street near the Westwynde development. Completed to its current 1.0-mile length in
2015, the path is planned to continue westward approximately 1⁄4 mile further to the
26th Street intersection. The adjacent roadway is also a designated snowmobile route
connecting to State, County and club trails/routes.

13th STREET PATH
The 13th Street Path begins at the corner of Maple Street and Hemlock Street in Sauk
City near Sauk Prairie Middle School. It continues along Sycamore Street (13th Street)
past the Oak Street intersection into the Village of Prairie du Sac, and to the
intersection with Grand Avenue. Another 13th Street Path segment is constructed from
Broadway Street to Prairie Street, connecting with the Prairie Street Path. Right-of-way
and existing development constraints between Grand Avenue and Broadway Street
allowed for a new sidewalk, but not a path there.

WESTWYNDE/SAUK PRAIRIE HEALTHCARE PATH
This path is paved in the Village-owned greenway in the Westwynde development and
gravel within the publicly accessible Sauk Prairie Healthcare campus. This path is
planned to extend north to the Prairie Street Path and south to Sauk Prairie Road. To
the north, the path may take on a more rural design to correspond with the Moelly
Conservancy. To the south the path will be constructed within Culver Community Park.
25
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HIGHLAND PARK PATH
This path extends 1,075 feet between Dakota Way and Mustang Drive in the Highland
Park development in the northwest portion of the Village. This path is planned to be
extended northeast to link with the Great Sauk State Trail, but not likely until the
intervening land develops.

OTHER PARK AND RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
IN THE AREA
SAUK PRAIRIE SCHOOL DISTRICT FACILITIES
The Sauk Prairie School District has indoor and outdoor recreational facilities at its school
facilities in the Villages (middle school is in Sauk City). These are sometimes available for
community use, but school use takes priority. These include facilities at the High
School/Middle School campus, Bridges Elementary School, and Grand Avenue Elementary
School. Notably, these include an indoor pool at the High School and an outdoor pool at the
Grand Avenue Elementary site. Also included are baseball/softball diamonds, tennis courts,
soccer fields, basketball courts, football field, track, and playgrounds and playfields.

SAUK PRAIRIE STATE RECREATION AREA
The Sauk Prairie State Recreation Area is located on the former grounds of the
decommissioned Badger Army Ammunition Plant. The Recreation Area is approximately two
miles north of Prairie du Sac between Highways 12 and the Wisconsin River, and is now
linked to the Village via the Great Sauk State Trail. Ownership of its 7,000+ acres is divided
amongst the WiDNR (3,400 acres), Ho-Chunk Nation (1,600 acres), and the United States
Department of Agriculture’s Dairy Forage Research Center (2,100 acres). A final Master Plan
and Environmental Impact Statement was approved in 2019 and calls for recreational
activities such as hiking, bird watching, hunting, fishing, biking, equestrian use, off-road
motorcycle use, rocketry, dog training facilities and special events use, such as marathons
and weddings.

DEVIL’S LAKE STATE PARK
Devil’s Lake State Park is approximately 5.5 miles north of Prairie du Sac and adjacent to the
Sauk Prairie Recreation Area. It is one of the most popular parks in the State, hosting over 2
million visitors annually. The Park features Devil’s Lake and the surrounding bluffs, which
contain over 29 miles of hiking and bicycling trails. There are also three public camping areas
and a nature center.

BARABOO HILLS RECREATION AREA
The Baraboo Hills Recreation Area is ecologically unique, contains some of the oldest rock
outcrops in North America, a hardwood forest, and over 1,800 plant and animal species. The
Recreation Area contains the conservancies of Baxter’s Hollow (5,696 acres), Hemlock Draw
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(940 acres), Morgan Hone Preserve (79 acres), Pan Hollow (100 acres), and Pine Hollow
(337 acres).

NATURAL BRIDGE STATE PARK
Natural Bridge State Park gets its name from a sandstone arch naturally created from erosion
due to wind and water. Features include hiking trails, hunting areas, and a large picnic area.
The Park is adjacent to the Baraboo Hills Recreation Area approximately 9 miles northwest of
Prairie du Sac.

LOWER WISCONSIN STATE RIVERWAY
The Lower Wisconsin State Riverway is a 79,275-acre corridor including and surrounding the
Wisconsin River from Prairie du Sac to the Mississippi River. The Riverway contains natural
areas, wildlife areas, and parks and offers activities including camping, boating, fishing, and
hiking. Sites within the Community include Ferry Bluff State Natural Area and the Mazomanie
Oak Barrens State Natural Area.

SUMMER OAKS BOAT LANDING
The only Sauk County park near Prairie du Sac is the Summer Oaks Boat Landing, located
off of Highway 78 near Merrimac. Facilities include the boat landing to Lake Wisconsin and
parking.

LUSSIER COUNTY PARK
Lussier County Park encompasses approximately 130 acres and 4,000 feet of public
shoreline, providing direct access to Fish Lake. The park offers a boat launch facility and
hiking trails, and is also popular for shore fishing and wildlife observation.

FISH LAKE PARK
This is a three-acre park on Fish Lake approximately two miles east of Prairie du Sac in Dane
County. Facilities include a shelter, picnic area, and boat launch.

INDIAN LAKE PARK
Indian Lake Park is located on Highway 19 in the Town of Berry approximately seven miles
southeast of Prairie du Sac. The park’s 483 acres contain hiking trails, a pet exercise area,
and boat launch.

PHIL’S WOODS
This 37-acre natural area is located in the Town of Roxbury. The park has natural woods and
meadow but contains no recreational facilities.

WALKING IRON PARK
This 288-acre park in the Town of Mazomanie is considered a natural resource site. Park
amenities include trails, restored prairies, and wooded areas.
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MOELY PRAIRIE
At 23.5 acres, Moely (MAY-lee) Prairie is privately owned but held in a perpetual conservation
easement and managed by The Prairie Enthusiasts. Moely Prairie can be accessed by either
of two entrances. One is located at the dead end of Fullerton Dr. located in the Westwynde
neighborhood off of Hwy PF in Prairie du Sac. The other entrance is located at the dead end
of Alban Lane in the same neighborhood.

GASSER SAND BARREN
A 3-acre site owned by The Prairie Enthusiasts located on Exchange Road in the Town of
Prairie du Sac.

SCHLUCKEBIER SAND PRAIRIE
Owned by The Prairie Enthusiasts and designated as a State Natural Area in 2006, this 23acre site can be accessed on County PF just west of Highway 12 intersection. Currently no
facilities exist at this site.
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PARK SERVICE AREA REQUIREMENTS
Evaluating the open space system service area within a community is an important tool in
establishing equitable access and distribution for residents. A service area is defined as the
distance around a park or open space that patrons could be expected to travel to for regular
use. As a park size increases, so does the expectation of a larger service area. In a practical
sense, this measurement is intended to ensure that an entire community’s population has
easy access to some sort of recreation space.
This is especially important to consider when a community is faced with new developments
both residential and commercial in nature. Just because a potential residential neighborhood
is within the service area of a Community Park, there may be a need for a Mini Park or small
Neighborhood Park within the development to satisfy age-appropriate recreational demands
and provided park space within walking distance. In an ideal scenario, all residents would fall
within the service areas for each type of park and have overlapping opportunity and access.
The NRPA provides a guideline for this distribution in the form of radial service areas around
each park within the three “active use” classifications. Mini Parks being the smallest provide a
service area of ¼ mile. Neighborhood Parks have an increased service area of ½ mile.
Community Parks as expected have the largest service area of 1 mile. While schoolyards,
athletic fields, and playgrounds provide community members with recreational facility access,
these facilities are not traditionally included in a service area calculation. The map insets
below depict the community service areas by classification. Map 2 depicts the entire
community service area coverage.

MEYER OAK GROVE PARK
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Park spaces within the Sauk Prairie area are well distributed and do provide a wide coverage
of almost all existing residential areas.
Mini Parks are predominantly located along the river and downtown corridor and in older
residential neighborhoods. Neighborhood Parks are included in newer residential
developments and provide excellent overlapping coverage.
Neighborhood Parks are well spaced throughout the community with one exception. A gap exists in
the southeast sector that should be addressed with identification of a suitable parcel to house a larger
mini park or smaller neighborhood scale park. This area is comprised of grid housing blocks and
residents would benefit from walkable open space. A general location is identified on Map D.

The larger Community Parks are located on the east and west ends of the community
providing an excellent overlap of service area. The addition of phases of Culver Community
Park in 2021/22 and beyond bolster this availability of facilities and equitable access. This
new location on the west edge of the community and in proximity to Highway 12, allows for
improved access for residents of surrounding municipalities such as the Town of Prairie du
Sac, Sumpter, and Roxbury.
The residents Bluffview Neighborhood located a few miles north on STH 12 in Sauk County
also utilize the Sauk Prairie open space system as no amenities exist nearby. In 2021, plans
are being developed to provide a new Neighborhood Park for this area which will reduce
pressure on the Sauk Prairie open space system.

MINI PARK SERVICE AREAS

NEIGHBORHOOD PARK
SERVICE AREAS
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ANALYSIS OF VILLAGE-OWNED AND
OPERATED PARK AND RECREATIONAL
SYSTEM
One tool to measure the allocation of parkland withing a community is in terms of acres to
population. Compared to standards set forth by the National Recreation and Park Association
(NRPA), the combined Village of Prairie du Sac and Village of Sauk City contain sufficient
park and recreational space acreage to serve its current population. The NRPA generally
recommends 10.5 acres of public park space for every 1,000 persons. By this standard, the
Villages combined should have at least 99.2 acres of overall park acreage. As of 2021, the
Villages have approximately 155 acres. The NRPA further recommends that this 10.5
acres/1000 be distributed as follows:
• Mini Parks: 0.5 acres/1,000 population
• Neighborhood Parks: 2 acres/1,000 population
• Community Parks: 8 acres/1,000 population
The combined Villages have 2.97 acres in Mini Parks, which is just under the 4.7 acres
advised by NPRA for a community of its population. It should be noted that the 0.55-acre
Washington Park primarily functions as a stormwater detention facility instead of recreational
open space. There is a total of 20 acres of neighborhood parks, which is above the 18.9 acres
recommended by the NPRA. Three community parks (Culver Community Park, Sauk City
Riverfront Park, and Jaycee Park), comprising of 102 acres combined, exceed the minimum
recommendation of 75.5 acres established by NRPA. However, it is important to ensure new
park space is allocated within new residential developments to maintain adequate access to
recreational open space.

PARKLAND DEDICATION AND FEES
The Villages of Prairie du Sac and Sauk City have developer exactions for parkland
acquisition and development. These exactions are designed to help the Villages acquire and
develop new park land to serve new residential development. As residents move into a new
subdivision, apartment building, or condo development, they place additional stress on and
are often distant from existing park facilities. Developer exactions, often established during
the subdivision review and approval period, provide land, cash, or a combination of both to be
used for the provision and improvement of park facilities that serve the new residential
development.
The Village of Prairie du Sac Subdivision and Land Division Regulations (Title 10, Chapter 3)
covers dedication of park lands in new residential developments. The need and location of
park and recreation sites is to be determined by the appropriate Village approval authority,
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following a recommendation from the Village Board’s Parks Committee. The normal amount
of park and recreation site dedication is 1,300 square feet for each single-family unit, 1,100
square feet for each duplex unit, and 1,000 square feet for each multifamily unit. Where park
and recreation site dedication is required, the developer is responsible for improving the park
and recreation site as prescribed in the Subdivision Regulations. Where such authority
determines that park and recreation site dedication is not compatible with the Comprehensive
Plan or official map, or for other reasons is not advised by the Village, the developer or future
building permit applicant is responsible for paying an impact fees to acquire and improve
other public park and recreational lands that will benefit the future residents. Per the Village’s
Zoning Code (Title 10, Chapter 1), the park land impact fee is $650 per dwelling unit and the
recreation improvement impact fee is $1,250 per dwelling unit. This is per a public facility
needs assessment adopted in 2019.
The Village of Sauk City also covers parkland dedication in its Village ordinance (Chapter
350, Article 1). The ordinance includes a minimum allocation of 8% of a new subdivision
development to be dedicated to parks, recreational areas, pathways, or other public uses.
The dedicated lands should be considered as useful to the Village, however if no acceptable
land is available the Plan Commission may stipulate to the owner some other equitable
means for making a dedication or cash payment to the Village in lieu thereof.
The Village of Sauk City has a Park Facilities Impact Fee (Chapter 350, Article VI). The
purpose of this article is to establish a mechanism for the imposition of a park facilities impact
fee upon new development to finance the capital costs of acquiring, establishing, upgrading,
expanding and constructing public park facilities necessary to accommodate the new
development. This article is intended to ensure that new development bears an appropriate
share of the cost of capital expenditures necessary to provide public park facilities within the
Village and that such costs are equitably apportioned on the basis of additional need created
by the new development. As of 2021, the per residential living unit fee is $419.
Lastly, the Villages should research, evaluate and update policies as necessary to reflect
changes to current laws, such as Act 243, which affects municipalities powers to regulate
development and recover the cost of serving new development.

USABLE LANDS
Because the intent of parkland dedication requirements is to provide sufficient recreation
lands for new residents, mini or neighborhood parks should be developed within new
developments. Neighborhood parks are designed to provide active and passive recreation
activities and organized league recreation, as well as informal “pick up” play. The ½ mile
radius service area should include the entire neighborhood; with some neighborhood overlap
if features are unique. The average neighborhood park commonly ranges from 3 to 10 acres
in size and serves from 1,000 to 5,000 people. Mini Parks are typically smaller, have a ¼
mile service radius, include fewer facilities like a playground, playfield, and open-air shelter,
and serve from 200 to 1,000 people
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The Village of Prairie du Sac has adopted a set of guidelines to help define acceptable
dedicated lands. The Village of Sauk City currently does not have a formal definition but
should follow the same or similar guidelines for consistency.
Public access to all park and recreation sites should be provided by street frontage of
sufficient width to assure safe, convenient access to the dedicated land, with a minimum
public street frontage of no less than 15% of the perimeter of the park. In unique situations,
the Village approval authority may permit access via public easement to the dedicated site.
The easement should be sufficiently wide so that maintenance equipment will have
convenient access to the site. The dedicated land should be usable for recreation, as
determined by the appropriate Village approval authority. Lands dedicated for storm water
management should not be credited towards the park and recreation site dedication
requirement. Wetlands or sloped areas may be considered usable for recreational purposes
at the discretion of the approval authority. The shape of the dedicated parcel of land should
be sufficiently square or round to be usable for recreational activities planned for the area or
the type of park intended. If the Village Board determines that a proposed dedication meets
some but not all of the usability criteria in this subsection, it may approve acceptance of that
land with partial credit to the parkland dedication requirement.
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CHAPTER 4: RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter analyzes the parks and open space system in the Sauk
Prairie area and provides basic recommendations for improvements.
The information for this section was gathered from site visits
conducted by Parkitecture & Planning, discussion with both Villages
staff and review of past planning documents.
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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
A Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan should serve as a planning tool for both general
and specific improvements. While individual park recommendations are important to consider
fulfilling immediate and or/near term safety needs or deficiencies, general recommendations
provide broad sweeping improvement concepts that should be implemented over longer
periods of time.
These are often framed around best management practices, policies, solving commonly
occurring issues, or altering regular/historical maintenance and development procedures.
When establishing priorities for these recommendations, safety considerations should always
take precedence over functional, aesthetic, and general replacement of outdated facility
improvements.

COVID-19 IMPLICATIONS AND RELATIONSHIP TO PARK USE
Park systems across the state, region, country, and world have been impacted by the COVID19 pandemic in many ways. People turned their attention to local open spaces during the first
months of the infection escalation in record numbers.
In Wisconsin, many communities instituted workplace and school closures, retail outlets
shuttered their businesses, local eateries and bars ceased to provide service, playgrounds
were indefinitely closed, and even basic government functions slowed to a halt.
An initial reaction of fear and confusion
eventually gave way to a re-emergence
of people from indoors as the weather
conditions improved in the spring and
summer months of 2020. Parks, trails,
and sidewalks became platforms for
social interaction, stress relief, and a
coping mechanism. The Wisconsin
State Park system experienced record
numbers of visitors despite offering
limited or no support facilities or
amenities. Online sales of recreational
equipment skyrocketed, and local
bicycle retailers could not keep up with demand.
While the COVID-19 pandemic will hopefully be controlled with herd immunity and increased
vaccination numbers, the lessons learned from this extraordinary event will prevail. The ripple
effect of social distancing and increased sanitation of public spaces will likely have an impact
on how designers look at park and other public gathering spaces.
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POLICY AND PRACTICE
BARRIER FREE
ACCESS

Continue efforts to retrofit parks and other facilities for barrier
free access. This should include restrooms, playgrounds,
trails, and other gathering spaces.

BICYCLE &
PEDESTRIAN
ROUTE SYSTEM

Work towards completion of the community-wide multi-modal
off-road trails and on road bicycle route system.

ALLOCATION
OF FUNDS

Allocate sufficient funds for planning, development,
programming, and maintenance of park and open space
facilities.

COMMUNITY
FUNDING

Continue to foster a positive approach towards community
funding assistance, donations, and planned giving. This has
been used to great success in the Sauk Prairie community.

PLANNING
PROCESS

Prior to facility development, complete a conceptual site plan
or park master plan process to establish the highest and best
use of the proposed space.

COMMUNITY
GROWTH

Follow adopted guidelines for land acquisition and park
development as it relates to new developments within the
community. Continuing the trend of the Sauk Prairie area,
Neighborhood or Mini Parks should accompany new
residential neighborhood development projects. This should
be evaluated for an alternate solution (fee in lieu of) for the
future developments directly adjacent to Culver Community
Park. Potential parkland fees could be used to implement
additional facility development in the south half of the park.

AGE SPECIFIC
NEEDS

Evaluate solutions to fill age specific deficiencies and
recreational demand across the community.

COMMUNITY
CONNECTIONS

Continue to provide public outreach and input opportunities
via websites, email blasts, social media outlets, and other
methods.

FEE
ADJUSTMENTS

Implement the recommended fee adjustments to recreational
programs and facility use rental rates. The Pro-Forma
completed in 2020/21 outlines many strategies for increasing
revenue while providing increased/improved programming
options for community members.
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INFRASTRUCTURE AND FACILITY
PLAYGROUND
SAFETY

Ensure all playgrounds are checked on a regular basis for safety
issues, consistent depth resilient surfacing, and conformance
with the National Playground Safety Institute. Refer to the
current edition of the NPSI Handbook for recommended
materials and depths.

BICYCLE
RACKS

Install sufficient bicycle and other wheeled device parking racks
at all parks, other public institutional facilities, and commercial
service and retail developments. These racks should be
installed on concrete or asphalt surfacing to aid in the longevity
of the structure and for ease of maintenance.

ADEQUATE
LIGHTING

Install adequate lighting to aid in security, facility ambiance, and
proper lighting of flagpoles, and other landscape features. All
lighting should be LED technology and utilize auto dimmers,
occupant or motion sensors, and other energy saving measures.

MAINTENANCE
INSPECTIONS

Conduct regular maintenance inspections in each park for
broken equipment.

WAYFINDING
AND SIGNAGE

Continue to enhance wayfinding and park monument signage by
installing consistent and standardized signs. This may include
colors, logos, font styles, and other community specific
elements. The Village of Prairie du Sac and the Village of Sauk
City have an established standard sign and have incrementally
been replacing all installations. This helps to reinforce the
community brand and pride in the park system.

RESTROOM
SECURITY

Consider installing auto-locking door handles in all restroom
facilities. This technology allows for enhanced facility security
and reduces daily staffing efforts.

TURF
REDUCTION

Implement Turf Reduction Zones (TRZ) where appropriate. The
practice of removing specific areas from general turf mowing
can enhance the aesthetics, flow and feel, define use areas, and
improve wildlife habitat in park spaces.
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FUTURE PARK AND OPEN SPACES
As the community continues to evolve and grow, new parks will be required to be brought
online to satisfy recreational demand. Recent and pending investments in Culver Community
Park, Sauk City Riverfront Park, Prairie du Sac Riverwalk Park & Overlook, and others have
reduced some need for other new parks. Still, smaller-scale, walkable park spaces and
recreational facilities will be required in future residential neighborhoods. The following future
parks are generally represented as to location and recommended minimum size on Map D,
and described below by assigned number on that map:
Per the Sauk Prairie Comprehensive Plan, the Village of Prairie du Sac’s planned
expansion north and northeast of the Fieldstone subdivision—west of a major
drainageway—is also proposed to be residential. A Neighborhood Park or large Mini
Park should be dedicated and improved as that area develops, ideally adjacent to the
drainageway and planned trail. Character and amenity offerings should be similar to
Fieldstone and Elsing Parks, ideally including a shelter, play equipment, pathways,
bicycle parking, seating opportunities, flexible open space, and potentially a restroom.
The Prairie du Sac West Neighborhood Conceptual Development Plan, included as
part of the Comprehensive Plan, identified this location for a neighborhood park, as the
surrounding area is planned for predominately residential development. With the
development of Culver Community Park, neighborhood park amenities in this nearby
location are no longer required. Still, this location ought to be developed as a Mini Park
with walkability to the surrounding area, and amenities geared toward younger patrons
and small family gatherings. Park siting along a significant drainageway and planned
trail would enhance amenity value and accessibility.
Another Mini Park is advised west of Culver Community Park near Highway 12. This
site is close to the border between 40 acres owned by the Sauk Prairie School District
and privately-owned lands to the west. Were the School District to dispose of all or part
of those 40 acres, it would be best suited to residential development. A Mini Park would
be all that would be required given the proximity of Culver Community Park.
The Sauk City Highway 12 Lueders-to-60 Corridor Conceptual Development Plan,
included as part of the Comprehensive Plan, identifies this location for a neighborhood
park, as the surrounding area is planned for predominately residential development.
The site is on or near the project intersection of Washington Avenue and Chickadee
Lane. Facilities provided could include play equipment, shelter with restrooms, flexible
open space, bicycle parking, picnic areas, and pathways. Acquisition of sufficient
acreage will likely require advance planning by Sauk City, and may include a
combination of dedication when the adjacent land develops with Village purchase.
Acquisition and development of a neighborhood park in this area will be important to
serve nearby recreational needs.
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With the removal and residential redevelopment of the Schoolyard site on Spruce
Street and Van Buren Street, a significant gap in the park service area exists in the
south-eastern sector of the community. While not a park, school playscapes provide
needed recreational amenities for younger children within traditional neighborhood
settings. A replacement Mini Park should be evaluated within the proximity of the
community center to help fill this void. Potential locations may be available along the
Great Sauk State Trail corridor on remnant parcels bisected by the old rail corridor. The
adjacency to the trail and the community center be a synergistic location.

BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN SYSTEM
Non-motorized recreation trails and transportation facilities are vital to a healthy community.
They provide a means to enhance physical and mental health and connect with nature,
enhance mobility for kids and seniors, reduce traffic congestion and air pollution, and provide
an alternate way to get to nearby places. Using trails, sidewalks, and streets for nonmotorized movement is particularly possible in a small, interconnected place like the Villages
of Sauk City and Prairie du Sac.
The use of wheeled devices such as bicycles (including e-bikes), skateboards, scooters, etc.
has increased exponentially in the last decade. With the global pandemic that began in 2020,
retailers experienced heavily increased demand for bicycles. Local streets, sidewalks, park
pathways, and trail systems also experienced a large increase in walkers, runners, and other
users as a result of the stay-at-home orders and isolation recommendations.

Image source: Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
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The Sauk Prairie community has shown a strong commitment to developing off-road trails,
retrofitting existing streets with sidewalks, and requiring these facilities with new development.
In recent years, the Great Sauk State Trail has provided excellent connectivity along the River
and through the downtown districts, and bicycle and pedestrian facilities around local schools
and other key destinations have been greatly enhanced.
The Great Sauk State Trail has numerous art installations and interpretive signs along the
route that add interest, provide stories and support an eclectic and growing community arts
scene.
Map C depicts the existing system of primary bicycle and pedestrian facilities and routes
through the community—both existing and recommended. Primary recommendations focus
on completing connections from the existing network into and through future western growth
areas, including Culver Community Park and the Sauk Prairie Healthcare campus. These
include completion or extension of bike-friendly streets with adjacent sidewalks along County
Highway PF, Grand Avenue, Sauk Prairie Road, and Washington Avenue. Trail expansion on
and around the Sauk Prairie Healthcare Campus, Culver Community Park, Chickadee Lane in
Sauk City, and via future developments on adjacent lands will also contribute to a trail loop,
eventually allowing walkers and cyclists to circumnavigate the community. Future trails north
of Highway PF and south of U.S. Highway 12 would enable long-term extension of this loop.
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INDIVIDUAL PARK
RECOMMENDATIONS
To maintain a safe and enjoyable park system, inspections and recommendations are made
with each iteration of the CORP for every park in the area. The conclusions for each park are
based on site visits, communications with local residents and meetings with Village officials.
These conclusions are communicated in the following inventory sheets and include contextual
information about each park. Conditions of concern are highlighted in a varied degree of
severity ranging from “GOOD” to “POOR”, with corresponding cost estimates related to each
park.
This sample inventory sheet is intended to aid in understanding how the inventory is
communicated.

INVENTORY OF
EXISTING
FACILITIES

OBSERVED
CONDITION

IMPROVEMENT
OPTIONS

PARK LOCATION &
CLASSIFICATION

PARK DESCRIPTION

PARK NAME

ISSUES TO
NOTE

COST ESTIMATE OF
IMPROVEMENT
OPTIONS
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BLANCHARD PARK

EXISTING FACILITIES

CONDITION

•
•

Play structure (5 – 12-yearBenches

GOOD
GOOD

•

Picnic table

GOOD

•

Swings (2 belt, 2 bucket)

GOOD

•

Bike rack

AVERAGE

•

Park sign

GOOD

ISSUES TO NOTE (Audited July-August 2020)
Benches do not have concrete pad beneath

Placement of rack is in awkward location
Park Sign installed too high

IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS, SUGGESTIONS & ESTIMATES
•

Install concrete pad beneath benches (2) to improve maintenance

•

Replace park sign

$ 500/ea
$ 3200
TOTAL

$ 4200

PARK SIGN
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IMPROVED ACCESSIBILITY

UNIMPROVED ACCESSIBILITY

PARK BENCH SURFACE
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790 Woodland Trail
Prairie Du Sac

.50
ACRES

MINI
PARK

NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

COMMUNITY
PARK

SPECIAL USE
PARK

UPDATED PLAY STRUCTURE
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CURB HAZARD

WEAR UNDER SWINGS

BIKE ACCESS ONLY ON 1 SIDE

MINI PARK

Tucked amongst mature white pines, Blanchard Park exists as
a haven for quiet relaxation and recreation. Amenities include
an updated playground structure and improved accessibility,
as well as benches and a swing set.
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FIREMAN’S PARK

EXISTING FACILITIES

CONDITION

•
•

Fire bell monument
Drinking fountain

•

Flagpole

GOOD

•

Lights

GOOD

•

Community entry sign

GOOD

•

Benches

GOOD

GOOD
AVERAGE

ISSUES TO NOTE (Audited July-August 2020)
Concrete edge near fountain is a trip hazard

Benches do not have concrete pad beneath

IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS, SUGGESTIONS & ESTIMATES
•

$ 500

Repair trip hazard on sidewalk near drinking fountain

•

Remove drinking fountain

$ 500

•

Install bike rack

$ 800

•

Install concrete pad beneath benches to improve maintenance

$ 500/ea

•

Refurbish or relace light poles (2)

$ 3,500/ea
TOTAL

TRIP HAZARD
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MEMORIAL
PLAQUE
FIRE BELL MEMORIAL
PLAQUE

$ 9,300
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Water St. & HWY 60
Prairie Du Sac

.29
ACRES

MINI
PARK

NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

COMMUNITY
PARK

SPECIAL USE
PARK

FIRE BELL MONUMENT

BENCHES AND FOUNTAIN AREA

COMMUNITY ENTRY SIGN
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LIGHT POLE PAINT DETERIORATION

UPDATED FENCING

MINI PARK

Overlooking the Wisconsin River, Fireman’s Park exits to
honor those who serve in the Prairie Du Sac Fire Department,
and features a Fire Bell monument, flagpole, benches and a
drinking fountain. Recent improvements include a new
decorative fence and enhanced views.
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FUCHS PARK

EXISTING FACILITIES

CONDITION

ISSUES TO NOTE (Audited July-August 2020)

•
•

Shelter / restroom building
Play structure (5 – 12-year-

AVERAGE
AVERAGE

Door handles to restrooms not ADA compliant. Exterior needs refurbishing
Sand surface has limited fall height; no age stickers on play structure

•

Swings (2 belt, 2 bucket)

AVERAGE

Sand surface has limited fall height

•

Benches

GOOD

•

Memorial bench

GOOD

•

Picnic tables

GOOD

•

Parking lot

•

Adjacent to Great Sauk Trail

GOOD

•

Trees

GOOD

AVERAGE

Benches and tables do have concrete pad beneath

No parking lot striping / handicap parking designation

IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS, SUGGESTIONS & ESTIMATES
•

Stripe parking lot

$ 4,000

•

Install park sign

$ 3,200

•

Affix age stickers to play structure

•
•

Replace safety surfacing with Engineered Wood Fiber (EWF)
or rubber
Install dog waste station

•

Install bike rack on hard surface

•

Mulch trees

$ 500

•

Replace bathroom door handles

$ 800

•

Repaint/stain exterior of restroom

$ 100
$ 4,000
$ 500
$ 1,200

$ 2,500
TOTAL $ 16,800
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403 John Quincy Adams St.
Sauk City

.76
ACRES

MINI
PARK

NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

COMMUNITY
PARK

PICNIC TABLE

MEMORIAL BENCH

PARK SHELTER

PROXIMITY TO GREAT SAUK STATE
TRAIL

48
DOOR HANDLES NOT ADA

MINI PARK

Fuchs Park was dedicated in 2007 by the Bill Fuchs family for
the community to enjoy for many generations. Located
adjacent to the Great Sauk State Trail, this amicable park
features a shelter with restrooms, a modern play structure and
enjoyable open space.
SPECIAL USE
PARK
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GRAFF PARK

EXISTING FACILITIES

CONDITION

•
•

Drinking fountain
Flagpole

•

Picnic table

GOOD

•

Benches

GOOD

•

Bike rack

GOOD

•

Park sign

AVERAGE

GOOD
AVERAGE

•

Memorial bench

GOOD

•

Planters

GOOD

ISSUES TO NOTE (Audited July-August 2020)
Significant grade change from concrete base to surrounding grass surface

View of sign from south blocked by tree branch

IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS, SUGGESTIONS & ESTIMATES
•

Remove tree limb blocking sign

•

Place fill material and grade transition behind flag poles

•

Replace park sign

$ 500
$ 1,500
$ 3,200
TOTAL
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PARK SIGN FROM NORTH

PARK SIGN FROM SOUTH

$ 5,200

POTENTIAL ACCESS TO GREAT
SAUK TRAIL
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350 Water Street
Prairie Du Sac

.86
ACRES

MINI
PARK

NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

COMMUNITY
PARK

MINI PARK

Nestled just south of the Prairie Du Sac downtown corridor,
Graff Park is a small green space offering views of the river
and a place to relax.

SPECIAL USE
PARK

SIGNIFICANT GRADE DROP AT FLAGPOLE

FLAGPOLE & BENCH AREA

BIKE RACK

MEMORIAL BENCH

SAFETY FENCE
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FLOWER BED

WATER FOUNTAIN & PICNIC BENCH

FORMER MEMORIAL FOUNTAIN AREA
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WASHINGTON PARK

EXISTING FACILITIES

CONDITION

ISSUES TO NOTE (Audited July-August 2020)

•
•

Open space
Horseshoe pits*

AVERAGE
POOR

Uneven, worn and occasionally hazardous turf surface
Degraded pit borders

•

Picnic table*

AVERAGE

Turf under table worn

•

Planter

AVERAGE

Neglected, growing weeds

•

Parking

GOOD

* County Housing Authority property

IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS, SUGGESTIONS & ESTIMATES
•

$ 500

Repair/remove horseshoe pits

•

Install bike rack on hard surface

$ 1,200

•

Install park sign

$ 3,200

•

Develop conceptual plan for park redevelopment

$ 5,000

•

Replace sidewalk/grind sidewalk edges

$ 2,000

•

Install community garden

$ 5,000
TOTAL
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TRIP HAZARD ON SIDEWALK

WORN TURF

$ 16,900
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435 Galena Street
Prairie Du Sac

UNEVEN TURF IN AREAS

HORSESHOE PIT

.56
ACRES

MINI
PARK

NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

COMMUNITY
PARK

SPECIAL USE
PARK

NEGLECTED PLANTER BED

CONCRETE APRON

PICNIC BENCH

WORN TURF
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MINI PARK

Washington Park has few of the amenities found in other
parks in the area and the open space is relied upon for snow
storage in the winter. This park has great potential for
increased use however, due to its proximity to downtown and
housing.
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ELSING PARK

EXISTING FACILITIES
•
•

Play structure (2 – 12-year-old)
Track ride

CONDITION
AVERAGE
AVERAGE

•

Swings (2 belt, 1 bucket, 1 inclusive)

GOOD

•

Spring riders

GOOD

•

Sand diggers (3)

GOOD

•

Sand volleyball

GOOD

•

Basketball court

GOOD

•

Tether ball

POOR

•

Parking lot

GOOD

•

Trees and open space

GOOD

•

Park sign

ISSUES TO NOTE (Audited July-August 2020)
No age stickers on play structure
No age stickers on play structure

Missing ball

GOOD

•

Bike racks (2)

AVERAGE

•

Picnic tables

GOOD

•

Benches

•

Restroom building

GOOD

•

Drinking fountain

GOOD

AVERAGE

Location & burial in cement prevents future path circulation
Location & burial in cement prevents future path circulation

IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS, SUGGESTIONS & ESTIMATES
•

Replace tetherball ball

•

Replace park sign

$ 500
$ 3,200

•

Connect park paths to sidewalk stubs to the east and south

$ 10,000

•

Replace play structure equipment and surfacing

$ 65,000
TOTAL
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$ 78,700
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908 21st Street
Prairie Du Sac

3.56
ACRES

MINI
PARK

NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

COMMUNITY
PARK

SPECIAL USE
PARK

PARK SIGN

FULL COURT BASKETBALL

TETHERBALL MISSING BALL

PLAY STRUCTURE

SAND VOLLEYBALL COURT
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TURF CONVERSION ZONE (TCZ)
SIDEWALKS TERMINATE INTO PARK

OPPORTUNITY

RESTROOM BUILDING

NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

Elsing Park appropriately serves the surrounding residential
community by providing nearly everything a family could want
in a park. Here you’ll find restrooms, a playground, volleyball,
basketball and plenty of space to run around or relax under a
tree.
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FIELDSTONE PARK

EXISTING FACILITIES
•

CONDITION

Gazebo

GOOD

•

Play structure (5-12 years old)

GOOD

•

Swings (2 belt, 2 bucket)

GOOD

•

Trees & open space

•

Picnic tables

GOOD

•

Trail network with bridge

GOOD

•

Bike rack

•

Drinking fountain

AVERAGE

AVERAGE

ISSUES TO NOTE (Audited July-August 2020)

Tree location bisects open space

Location & access concerns

GOOD

IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS, SUGGESTIONS & ESTIMATES

TURF CONVERSION ZONE (TCZ)

•

Install park sign

•

Install crosswalks

•

Install equipment for 2-5 age group

$ 15,000

•

Develop turf conversion zone (TCZ)

$ 5,000

•

Mulch trees

$ 500

Move tree to create larger open space area

$ 200

•

$ 3,200
$ 800

TOTAL

$ 24,700
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NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

The northern most park in the Sauk Prairie area, Fieldstone
Park reflects its name, with rock outcroppings forming the
western boundary of the park. Other features include a
gazebo, play structure, a pedestrian bridge and emerging tree
plantings

2020 Fieldstone Blvd.
Prairie Du Sac

1.49
ACRES

MINI
PARK

NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

COMMUNITY
PARK

STORMWATER COLLECTION

SPECIAL USE
PARK

BIKE RACK & BENCHES

ACCESS
SWINGS BRIDGE

MULCH AND TREE CARE
NEEDED

PLAY STRUCTURE

TCZ AREA

WATER FOUNTAIN

56
GAZEBO
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FLORENCE PARK

EXISTING FACILITIES

CONDITION

ISSUES TO NOTE (Audited July-August 2020)

•

Shelter

AVERAGE

Electric outlet covers missing shelter

•

Sand volleyball court

AVERAGE

Weeds growing in sand

•

Exercise area

•

Bench swings (2)

POOR

•

Climbing structure

GOOD

•

Swings (2 belt, 2 bucket)

•

Park sign (2)

GOOD

•

Picnic tables

AVERAGE

Chipping paint

•

Restroom building

AVERAGE

Broken vent on rear of building

•

Drinking fountain

AVERAGE

Rust on base of fountain

•

Open space

AVERAGE

Mowing wear around trees

•

Little Free Library

AVERAGE

Splintering wood, knob missing

•

Bike rack

GOOD

•

Rain garden

GOOD

GOOD
Paint chipping, structural concerns

AVERAGE

Wear under swings

IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS & ESTIMATE
•

Replace benches to match the proposed Culver
Community Park bench (see detail pg. 65)

$ 1,200 ea

•

Rehab or remove volleyball court

•

Repair Little Free Library

$ 200

$ 1,500

•

Replace electric outlet covers

$ 100

•

Mulch trees

$ 500

•

Repair bathroom vent

$ 200

•

Replace park sign

$ 3,200
TOTAL

$ 6,900
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NEW EXERCISE AREA
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1400 Lincoln Ave.
Prairie Du Sac

1.59
ACRES

BENCH SWING PAINT PEELING

LITTLE FREE LIBRARY

SHELTER ELECTRIC
COVERS

MINI
PARK

NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

COMMUNITY
PARK

SPECIAL USE
PARK

VOLLEYBALL COURT WEEDS

PICNIC TABLE PAINT

WATER FOUNTAIN RUST

WEAR ON TREE ROOTS

58
BROKEN VENT

NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

Florence Park sits on the southwestern edge of Prairie Du Sac
in close proximity to Sauk Prairie High School. This pleasant
neighborhood park features mature trees, sand volleyball,
restrooms, a shelter, playground, a rain garden, and a newly
installed public exercise facility.
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JUNGE PARK

EXISTING FACILITIES

CONDITION

ISSUES TO NOTE (Audited July-August 2020)

•

Shelter / Restrooms

AVERAGE

•

Sand volleyball court

GOOD

•

Metal benches (3)

GOOD

•

Wooden shade structures (3)

POOR

•

Slide (2 – large & small)

AVERAGE

Metal

•

Swings (8 belt, 2 bucket)

AVERAGE

Sand surface has limited fall height

•

Park sign

AVERAGE

Decay and chipping paint

•

Picnic tables

Electric outlet covers missing in shelter, minor dents on bathroom door vents,
wood trim loose on ceiling

Paint chipping, structural concerns, wood roof decay

GOOD

•

Climbing structures

•

Spring-loaded teeter-totter

•

Sand diggers (2)

AVERAGE

Metal, sand base

•

Trees & Open space

AVERAGE

Mulch needed around trees

•

Small soccer fields (2)

•

Stone commemorative marker

AVERAGE

Metal, sand base

GOOD

GOOD
AVERAGE

Missing piece on top of marker

IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS, SUGGESTIONS & ESTIMATES
•

Replace park sign

•

Replace metal play structures

•

Replace electric outlet covers in shelter

•

Replace wooden shade structures above benches

•

Install dog waste station

$ 500

•

Mulch trees

$ 500

•

Repair bathroom vent

$ 200

$ 3,200
$ 25,000
$ 100
$ 1,500

•

Install parking on Hemlock Street

$ 20,000

•

Install bike rack on hard surface

$ 1,200

•

Construct ½ court basketball court

$ 15,000
TOTAL
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$ 67,000
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1535 Hemlock Street
Sauk City

3.06
ACRES

MINI
PARK

NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

COMMUNITY
PARK

SPECIAL USE
PARK

MERRY-GO-ROUND

PARK SIGN

SLIDE

ELECTRICAL COVERS MISSING

MEMORIAL STONE

SHELTER CEILING

60
BENCH STRUCTURE

STREET PARKING AREA

NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

This family friendly park offers a large shelter, a volleyball
court and an enjoyable playground for kids of all ages. Family
reunions and social gatherings occur here often making this a
very popular neighborhood park.
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MARION PARK

EXISTING FACILITIES

CONDITION

ISSUES TO NOTE (Audited July-August 2020)

•

Shelter w/ restrooms & fireplace

AVERAGE

Electric outlet covers missing in shelter

•

Shelter

AVERAGE

Electric outlet covers missing in shelter

•

Disc golf course

AVERAGE

Basket hole numbers / flags missing

•

Monument rock / time capsule

GOOD

•

Concession stand

GOOD

•

Well station pump house

GOOD

•

Play structure

AVERAGE

Wear on lower areas (see images)

•

Swings (2 belt, 1 bucket, 1 inclusive)

AVERAGE

Excessive wear under swings

•

Trees and open space

AVERAGE

Some trees showing excessive wear at base from mowing patterns

•

Drinking fountain

AVERAGE

Degrading wood panel at base of fountain

•

Benches

AVERAGE

Excessive wear and no concrete pad (see images)

•

Picnic tables

GOOD

•

Park sign (2)

GOOD

•

Bike racks (2)

•

Parking

GOOD
AVERAGE

No striping for parking stalls

PLAY STRUCTURE DAMAGE
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NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

Adjacent to Grand Avenue Elementary School in Prairie du
Sac, Marion Park is a throwback to days of old, featuring
majestic oak trees, multiple shelters, a concession stand, and
the only disc golf course within the villages. A time capsule can
also be found on site, to be opened in the year 2085.

145 1st Street
Prairie Du Sac

4.88
ACRES

MINI
PARK

NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

COMMUNITY
PARK

SPECIAL USE
PARK

IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS, SUGGESTIONS & ESTIMATES
•

Stripe parking

$ 2,000

•

Install dumpster enclosure

$ 8,000

•

Replace park sign

$ 3,200

•

Install numbering on disc golf baskets

$ 500

•

Replace electric outlet covers in shelter

$ 100

•

Repair wood panel at drinking fountain

$ 100

•

Install concrete pad beneath benches to improve maintenance

$ 500/ea

•

Replace benches to match the proposed Culver Community Park bench (see detail pg. 65)

•

Repair damaged surfaces on play structure

•

Mulch trees

•

Develop turf conversion zone (TCZ)

•

Level wear path under swings – 2 times annually or as needed

$ 1,200/ea
$ 1,000
$ 500
$ 5,000
$ 500
TOTAL

BENCH

SHELTER
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$ 22,600
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MARION PARK

PARKING AREA

CONCESSION STAND

TIME CAPSULE

MOWING WEAR AROUND
TREE

SHELTER ELECTRIC
COVERS MISSING
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TURF CONVERSION ZONES (TCZ)

WATER FOUNTAIN

DISK GOLF BASKET

SWINGS

Suggested areas for turf conversion include the
understory beneath the mature and emerging trees.
Routes for the disc golf course can be further
defined by the understory plantings.
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WESTWYNDE PARK

EXISTING FACILITIES
•

CONDITION

ISSUES TO NOTE (Audited July-August 2020)

Restroom & shelter building

AVERAGE

Minor sagging of countertop

•

½ basketball court

AVERAGE

No paint for court designation

•

Drinking fountain

GOOD

•

Play structure (5 – 12-year-old)

GOOD

•

Swings (2 belt, 2 bucket)

GOOD

•

Climbing structure

GOOD

•

Softball field

AVERAGE

Backstop – fence rolling up at base, impact depressions from baseballs

•

Soccer field (2)

AVERAGE

Goal netting torn

•

Trees and open space

POOR

•

Benches

GOOD

•

Picnic tables

GOOD

•

Bike rack

AVERAGE

Trees showing stress & excessive wear at base from mowing patterns

Access compromised due to trash receptacle placement

IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS, SUGGESTIONS & ESTIMATES
•

Install park sign

•

Repair backstop with new hog rings, etc.

$ 500

•

Mulch trees

$ 500

•

Re-locate trash and recycling away from bike rack

$ 500

•

Replace play equipment and surfacing

$ 3,200

$ 65,000
TOTAL $ 69,700
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2011 Prairie Street
Prairie Du Sac

DAMAGED SOCCER GOAL NET

5.59
ACRES

MINI
PARK

NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

COMMUNITY
PARK

SPECIAL USE
PARK

BIKE RACK

SHELTER BASKETBALL COURT

COUNTER SAG

PLAY STRUCTURE

BACKSTOP DAMAGE

TREE ROOT EXPOSED

BIKE TRIAL
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NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

One of the newer parks in the area, Westwynde Park meets the
needs of the neighborhood and beyond by providing modern
facilities and extensive open space. Emerging tree species, bicycle
connectivity and athletic fields make this both a desirable and
accessible neighborhood park for the developing residential area.

CHAPTER 4 : RECOMMENDATIONS

CULVER COMMUNITY PARK

Image Source: Ayres Associates
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BENCH DETAIL
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E11546 Sauk Prairie Road
Prairie Du Sac

67
ACRES

MINI
PARK

NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

COMMUNITY
PARK

SPECIAL
USE
PARK

Image Source: Ayres Associates

Image Source: Ayres Associates

Image Source: Ayres Associates
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Image Source: Parkitecture + Planning
Image Source: Ayres Associates

COMMUNITY
PARK

When completed, Culver Community Park will be a much-needed
addition to the Sauk Prairie community park system. The park will
provide an array of use opportunities including soccer, football,
baseball, court sports such as tennis and pickle ball, a skate park,
a sledding hill and several shelters for events and concessions.
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SAUK CITY RIVERFRONT PARK

EXISTING FACILITIES

CONDITION

•

Restroom / concessions / shelter building

GOOD

•

Kayak / canoe landing area

GOOD

•

Playground

GOOD

•

Zip line

GOOD

•

Splashpad

GOOD

•

Pavilion

GOOD

•

Athletic fields

GOOD

•

Stormwater management

GOOD

•

Trees and open space

GOOD

•

Benches

GOOD

•

Picnic tables

GOOD

•

Bike rack

GOOD

ISSUES TO NOTE (Audited July-August 2020)

IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS, SUGGESTIONS & ESTIMATES
•

$ 25,000

Install open air shelter south of driveway

TOTAL $ 25,000
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236 Water Street
Sauk City

26.9
ACRES

MINI
PARK

NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

SIGNAGE & WAYFINDING

PLAYGROUND

PAVILION

SPLASH PAD

CONCESSIONS / RETROOMS / SHELTER
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COMMUNITY
PARK

SPECIAL
USE
PARK

COMMUNITY
PARK

Sauk City Riverfront Park, formerly August Derleth Park, underwent
many improvements in 2019, including expanded, irrigated soccer
fields, a new 4,000 square foot playground with a 75-foot zipline, a
new 2,500 square foot splash pad, a new concession building with
restrooms, and connection to the Great Sauk State Trail.
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JAYCEE ATHLETIC PARK

EXISTING FACILITIES

CONDITION

ISSUES TO NOTE (Audited July-August 2020)

•

Parking lot

AVERAGE

Handicap parking stalls should be reconfigured

•

Basketball court

AVERAGE

Faded coloration in spots, deteriorating net

•

Shelter

AVERAGE

Missing electric covers

•

Tennis courts (2)

AVERAGE

Crack and weeds developing; damaged net

•

Benches

AVERAGE

Bench in tennis court slightly damaged

•

Sand volleyball courts (2)

GOOD

•

Picnic tables

GOOD

•

Monkey bars

GOOD

•

Merry-go-round

•

Slide (1)

GOOD

AVERAGE

•

Spring-loaded horse

GOOD

•

Sand diggers (3)

GOOD

•

Swings (4 belt, 2 bucket)

AVERAGE

Excessive wear around structure

No safety surface under set of belt swings; worn areas

•

Play structure (5 – 12-year-old)

•

Trees and open space

AVERAGE

Turf worn in high traffic areas around shelter and basketball court

Bike racks

AVERAGE

Bike racks should be on hardscape surface

•

PARK SIGN

POOR

Structure damaged/rotting, metal is worn/rusting, holes in platforms
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305 Hemlock Street
Sauk City

8.31
ACRES

MINI
PARK

NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

COMMUNITY
PARK

COMMUNITY
PARK

Jaycee Athletic Park offers many opportunities for activity and
gathering and is also home to the Chuck Hall Memorial baseball
field. Tournament play as well as high school baseball take place in
the stadium. Other park amenities include tennis and basketball
courts, volleyball, playgrounds and a shelter.

SPECIAL
USE
PARK

IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS, SUGGESTIONS & ESTIMATES
•

•

•

GENERAL ISSUES
o

Install dog waste station

$ 500

o

Install sidewalks around shelter

o

Mulch trees

o

Develop turf conversion zone (TCZ) on west side of parking area

o

Replace missing electric covers at shelter

$ 200

o

Install bike rack on hard surface

$ 500

o

Reconfigure handicapped parking stalls

o

Complete stadium analysis and master plan

$ 2,000
$ 500
$ 5,000

$ 1,000
$ 15,000

PLAYGROUND
o

Level wear path under swings – 2 times annually or as needed

o

Replace merry-go-round

o

Install new playground structure (5–12-year-old)

$ 500
$6,000
$80,000

SPORTS COURTS
o

Seal cracks on tennis court

o

Replace tennis court net

o

Resurface basketball court

o

Replace basketball hoop net

$1,500
$ 800
$ 6,000
$ 200
TOTAL
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MERRY-GO-ROUND

BIKE RACK AREA

$ 119,700
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JAYCEE ATHLETIC PARK

BASKETBALL COURT

TREE MULCH AND TCZ AREA

SHELTER ELECTRIC COVERS
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BASKETBALL NET DAMAGE

SHELTER PICNIC AREA
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TURF WEAR IN HIGH TRAFFIC AREAS

PARKING LOT
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STADIUM ENTRANCE

VOLLEYBALL COURT
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DOLL PARK

EXISTING FACILITIES

CONDITION

•
•

Trees & open space
Soccer goals

•

Park sign

GOOD

•

Picnic benches (2)

POOR

AVERAGE
POOR

ISSUES TO NOTE (Audited July-August 2020)
Culverts missing grates and surrounding grade changes can be hazardous
Nets missing
Excessive paint chipping

IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS, SUGGESTIONS & ESTIMATES
•

Install grates at culverts

•

Replace picnic benches

$ 1,500
$ 180

•

Develop turf conversion zone (TCZ) around perimeter of basin edges

•

Remove soccer goals

$ 5,000
$0
TOTAL

CULVERT HAZARD
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PICNIC BENCH

$ 2,100

SAUK PRAIRIE COMPREHENSIVE OUTDOOR RECREATION PLAN

1300 Grand Avenue
Prairie Du Sac

4.16
ACRES

SOCCER GOAL NETS MISSING

CONCRETE CULVERTS WITHOUT COVERS

MINI
PARK

NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

COMMUNITY
PARK

SPECIAL USE
PARK

Walter Doll Park serves primarily as a water catch basin for the
surrounding neighborhood. When usable, the space provides
opportunity for soccer and open space recreation. Recent
improvements include a new sidewalk and tree plantings on the
southern edge of the park, as well as a new sign.

SPECIAL USE
PARK

CHIPPING PAINT ON PICNIC BENCH
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NEW SIDEWALK AND TREE
PLANTINGS
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MEYER OAK GROVE PARK

EXISTING FACILITIES

CONDITION

•

Timber frame gazebo

•

Bike rack

•

Plaza entry area

GOOD

•

Planters

GOOD

•

Concrete path

GOOD

•

Shelter

•

Benches

GOOD

•

Parking

GOOD

•

Trees and open space

AVERAGE

•

Police dedication stone

GOOD

POOR
AVERAGE

AVERAGE

ISSUES TO NOTE (Audited July-August 2020)
Structure is out of plumb; rotting footings; loose railings; picnic fits poorly inside
Not on hardscape surface, accessible only from one side

Not ADA accessible

Young trees have excessive wear at base from mowing patterns

IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS, SUGGESTIONS & ESTIMATES
•

Remove gazebo

$ 1,000

•

Replace bike rack and move to hardscape surface

$ 1,600

•

Add ADA accessible path to shelter

$ 3,500

•

Mulch newly planted trees

•

Build restroom facilities

$ 300,000

•

Install drinking fountain

$ 6,000

$ 500

TOTAL

$ 312,600
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780 Phillips Blvd.
Sauk City

4.13
ACRES

MINI
PARK

NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

COMMUNITY
PARK

SPECIAL USE
PARK

SHELTER

NEW PARKING AREA

GAZEBO FOOTING DETAIL

BIKE RACK

GAZEBO

MEMORIAL

GAZEBO CARVING DETIL
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SPECIAL USE
PARK

Meyer Oak Grove Park features several amazing oak trees over
250 years old. The park is home to “June Tunes” concerts and
other community festivals and is also used by the adjacent
business park. A unique feature is a timber frame gazebo built from
fallen oak trees resulting from a May 1998 storm.
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PRAIRIE DU SAC RIVERWALK PARK
AND OVERLOOK
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SITE PHOTO – DECEMBER 2020
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490 Water Street
Prairie Du Sac

.71
ACRES

MINI
PARK

NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

COMMUNITY
PARK

SPECIAL USE
PARK

Formerly Eagle Overlook, the new Prairie du Sac Riverwalk Park
and Overlook is set for completion in the spring of 2021. The 2phase project includes the development of the new park,
reconstruction of the municipal parking lot, overlook
enhancements, a library expansion, river access, and improved
transition to the Great Sauk State Trail.

SPECIAL USE
PARK

PHASE I CONCEPT PLAN
COST ESTIMATES

PHASE II CONCEPT PLAN

Upper
Transition
Riverside
Subtotal

$268,700
$260,650
$177,000
$706,350

Misc. Engineering
Contingency

$247,223

Phase 1 Total

$953,573

COST ESTIMATES
Totals to be Determined

POTENTIAL PHASE II FACILITIES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Library expansion, including restrooms and possible
other ancillary facilities serving or accessible to park
Parking lot reconfiguration
Elevator for ADA access to transition and/or
riverside levels of park
Alternate emergency and service vehicle access
(may be from off site)
Reconstruction of remainder of retaining wall
system, including east of the existing Library
building
Expanded garden space or similar
New and realigned paths, including from elevator
opening and perhaps nature paths close to River
Service and utility uses – new bike racks, dumpster
enclosure
Completion of game, play, learning or other
amenities within lawn area at transition space
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VETERANS MEMORIAL PARK

EXISTING FACILITIES

CONDITION

ISSUES TO NOTE (Audited July-August 2020)

•

Boat launch

GOOD

•

Concrete sidewalks

GOOD

•

Overlook

GOOD

•

Benches

GOOD

•

Parking

GOOD

•

Trees and open space

•

Playground

GOOD

•

Bike rack

GOOD

•

Interpretive signs

GOOD

•

Campground

AVERAGE

Facilities are privately maintained and operated by the VFW

•

VFW building

GOOD

Facilities are privately maintained and operated by the VFW

•

Memorial area

GOOD

Facilities are privately maintained and operated by the VFW

•

Large shelter and concessions

AVERAGE

Facilities are privately maintained and operated by the VFW

•

Off road bicycle trails

GOOD

Trails are in development with long-term expansion planned

AVERAGE

IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS, SUGGESTIONS & ESTIMATES
•

Develop long-term park master plan in conjunction with VFW. Potential items to evaluate include:
•

Disc golf course

•

Enhanced campground facilities

•

Bicycle pump track
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$ 10,000
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700 VFW Drive
Prairie Du Sac

PICNIC AREA

20.55
ACRES

MINI
PARK

NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

COMMUNITY
PARK

SPECIAL USE
PARK

CONNECTION TO GREAT SAUK STATE TRAIL

SCULPTURE
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INTERPRETIVE SIGNAGE

BOAT LAUNCH AND FLOATING PIER

SPECIAL USE
PARK

Situated on the lower banks of the Wisconsin River, Veterans Park
provides public access to the water via a boat launch, bank fishing, and
a pier. A small playground, and private (VFW) campground and shelters
provide limited other public use. The park is connected to the Great
Sauk State Trail and is jointly managed by the VFW and Village.
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CHAPTER 5: IMPLEMENTATION
Implementation of a plan takes time and perseverance. This chapter
outlines the steps required to adopt, amend, and enact the
recommendations in Chapter 4. Various funding strategies need to be
explored to supplement annual municipal budgets for large capital
projects while many of the smaller upkeep and regular maintenance
projects can be completed by in-house crews, volunteer groups, or
service club labor efforts.
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PLAN ADOPTION AND NEED
A successful plan serves as a tool for daily, weekly, monthly, and annual review and use in
application. Significant time and energy goes into the development of a 5-year plan and
continued effort is needed to implement the recommendations. Upon completion of the
planning process, a thorough review by municipal bodies, programming staff, maintenance
staff, and the Recreation Commission should vet the proposed recommendations and
associated budget projections.
Adoption of a CORP serves as confirmation and commitment to move methodically forward
towards completion and fulfillment of the plan. Many communities adopt a CORP as part of
the Comprehensive Plan which helps to give teeth to the recommendations, specifically when
needed for negotiations regarding development project efforts. A current adopted CORP also
provides eligibility for certain grant programs.
Planning should be re-visited every five years to keep current with trends, demographic
changes, climactic changes, and in response to unforeseen events such as the COVID-19
global pandemic which began in 2020. Should events require a dramatic shift if funding,
staffing, or management of the community open space system, a CORP may be amended
prior to the sunset of the five-year window.

SAUK PRAIRIE MANAGEMENT SETUP
(Modified excerpt from 2016 CORP/MDRoffers)

The Sauk Prairie communities have a long and strong history of providing joint and
collaborative governmental service, and even shared departments. In 2004, five Sauk Prairie
area municipalities worked with the School District to form the Sauk Prairie Recreation
Commission and hire a Recreation Director to coordinate recreational programming in the
Sauk Prairie area. The effort was initiated by intergovernmental agreement under a section of
Wisconsin Statutes that authorizes joint park and recreational departments. Under this 2004
agreement, the Commission is charged with managing the Sauk Prairie Recreational
Department, which is generally charged with facilitating recreational programming for
residents in participating municipalities.
By a separate 2015 agreement between the School District and Sauk Prairie Recreation
Commission, the Recreation Director now also serves as the Community Education Director
for the Sauk Prairie School District Community Center. The Commission and District now
share funding responsibility for the new Community Education and Recreation Director
position, with the School District funding Community Center staff under the Director and the
Commission (through participating municipalities) funding the Recreation Department staff
under the Director. Other Recreation Department staff include a Recreation Supervisor and
seasonal part-timers. With the additional of Culver Community Park, the Department plans to
add 2 full time positions along with seasonal part-timers to program and maintain this facility.
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The School District provides space, fiscal management, and equipment and further
administrative support.
The Recreation Department handles registration for their own direct run programs and has
formal agreements with local youth sports organizations in Sauk Prairie to manage
registrations and facility reservations. Through this type of collaboration and on its own, the
Department supports a wide range of recreational activities for youth and adults the Sauk
Prairie community, including volleyball, basketball, gymnastics, soccer, baseball, softball,
lacrosse, football, and wrestling.
Each participating municipality—mainly the Village of Sauk City and Village of Prairie du
Sac—owns, maintains, and upgrades park and recreational lands and facilities in their
respective jurisdictions. Further, each school site in the Sauk Prairie Area School District
contains both indoor and outdoor recreational facilities and spaces, which are owned and
maintained by the District. The Recreation Department reserves spaces within these
respective facilities for their own direct run programs and the youth sports organizations they
serve. The Recreation Department manages operations within Chuck Hall Memorial Field
within Sauk City and will manage operations at the new Culver Community Park. The
Department has separate agreements with each municipality to manage these facilities.
Challenges do exist for recreational use, management, and growth as a result. Differential
management standards and programming policies have at times caused stress and confusion
for users of the Recreation Department programs. A jointly operated system may also yield
potential cost savings in the purchasing and maintenance of these various facilities.
To address some of these challenges, the Sauk Prairie municipalities (Prairie du Sac & Sauk
City) could explore expanding the responsibilities and authority of the current Sauk Prairie
Recreation Department into a joint “Sauk Prairie Parks and Recreation Department.” Further
discussions are encouraged around this opportunity to maximize Parks and Recreation
management operations in the Sauk Prairie community.
The expanded Sauk Prairie Parks and Recreation Department could still be managed by the
Recreation Commission. At a minimum, it would be a joint department of at least the two
Villages, but ideally would also continue to include the Towns of Prairie du Sac, Roxbury, and
Sumpter. The School District would remain a key player. Assuming modification of the 2004
agreement, an expanded Sauk Prairie Parks and Recreation Department may serve the
following greater roles and benefits:
• Manage and maintain municipal park lands and facilities, potentially using fewer
resources than today, and to a common standard to facilitate their programming and
recreational use.
• Enable the pooling of resources and authority to facilitate larger park and
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recreational acquisition and construction projects, potentially including the new Culver
Community Park. This may require modification on the Commission’s/Department’s
current limits to owning equipment and property.
• Be charged with the responsibility of implementing this CORP and assuring that park
investments across municipalities complement one another rather than duplicate or
compete with one another. This implementation role could include fundraising, including
corporate and community contacts and grant identification and writing.
• Play a greater role in the coordination and management of youth sports programs in the
area, beyond the current registration function. While volunteer management of youth
sports leagues in the area has been tremendous, it can be a strain and difficult to
sustain. This expanded function may evolve over time based on interest from the
different youth sports leagues.
• Serve as a unified voice for participating in State and County park and recreation
initiatives (including grant opportunities) that affect the Sauk Prairie area, relieving the
pressure and redundancy of staffs from the individual communities to do the same.
There are issues to resolve before a joint Sauk Prairie Park and Recreation Department could
become reality. These include legal review, how to evolve the current Recreation Commission
and Department, which municipalities would share the expanded joint Department, which
other communities may be solicited as contributors, funding share allocation, and transitional
issues.

FUNDING
This planning tool provides a forecast of capital and maintenance requirements as well as
long range goal setting. Accomplishing the list of recommendations can be a daunting task,
and the projected funding required is often far more a typical municipal budget may allocate.
Development of a Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) is a standard process conducted annually
by most municipalities to establish budget priorities for the following year. A CORP can be a
useful tool in determining the allocations for the park and open space system line items.
Chapter 3 of this document outlines the proposed recommendations and the associated
opinions of probable construction costs.
There are several mechanisms that can and should be explored to supplement an annual CIP
budget for park development.
• During the planning and development of Culver Community Park, a Friends Group was
established to lead a donation campaign to raise the funds to build the proposed
facility. This effort by the group should not be underestimated. In just 14 months, just
over $9.5 million dollars had been raised within the community through grass roots
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efforts. While this should not be expected for each and every project, it is truly an
amazing example of the power of private fundraising.
• A 501(3)(c), or non-profit group such as the Friends of Sauk Prairie Parks allows for
donations and planned giving to be handled for both development costs and ongoing
maintenance endowments.
• Grants are an excellent source of supplemental capital for park development projects.
There are a host of potential programs ranging from local service clubs, to private
industry (Pepsi, Nike, etc), to State infrastructure programs (WisDOT and WiDNR), to
federal aid programs (LWCF, etc). Each of these categories have different cycles and
requirements for eligibility. A few of the most commonly used grant sources for
Wisconsin park development and acquisition are included in the table below.
Agency
Wisconsin DNR

Wisconsin DNR
Wisconsin DNR

Wisconsin DNR

Federal Govt./
Wisconsin DNR
Federal Govt./
Wisconsin DNR
Wisconsin DOT

Wisconsin
Dept. of
Administration
NRPA

Wisconsin
Department of
Revenue

Name
Acquisition &
Development
(ADLP)
Urban Rivers
(UR)
Urban Green
Space (UGS)

Acquisition of
Development
Rights
Land and Water
Conservation
Fund (LWCF)
Recreational
Trails Act
Transportation
Alternatives
Program (TAP)
Community
Development
Block Grant
(CDBG)
Various

Tax Incremental
Finance (TIF) /
Tax Incremental
District (TID)

Type
Nature Based
Recreation Projects

Contact
Aid | Wisconsin DNR
(http://dnr.wisconsin.gov/aid)

Stream & River
Restoration
Preservation of
Ecologically Sensitive
Lands and Urban
Gardens
Land Purchase and
Protection

Aid | Wisconsin DNR
(http://dnr.wisconsin.gov/aid)
Aid | Wisconsin DNR
(http://dnr.wisconsin.gov/aid)

Acquisition and
Development of Active
Use Park Projects
Off-road Trail &
Pathway Development
Projects
Multi-modal
Transportation
Development Projects
Acquisition and
Development of Public
Infrastructure and
Park Projects
Various Grant
Programs for
Development and
Programming of Parks
Municipal

Aid | Wisconsin DNR
(http://dnr.wisconsin.gov/aid)
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Aid | Wisconsin DNR
(http://dnr.wisconsin.gov/aid)

Aid | Wisconsin DNR
(http://dnr.wisconsin.gov/aid)
Wisconsin Department of Transportation
Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP)
(wisconsindot.gov)
DOA Community Development Programs
(wi.gov)
Grant Opportunities, Fundraising Resources,
Funding | National Recreation and Park
Association (nrpa.org)
Tax Incremental Financing – Wisconsin
Department of Revenue
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX
MAP A - EXISTING PARKS
MAP B - EXISTING PARKS SERVICE AREA
MAP C - EXISTING AND PLANNED BICYCLE AND
PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES
MAP D - EXISTING AND FUTURE PARKS
MAP E - CONTEXTUAL PARKS SERVICE AREA
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